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Abstract 
As video data requires a large storage space and stringent real-time delivery, in 
order to design a cost-effective VOD server, efficient resource management and proper 
system sizing is very important However, supporting interactive VCR functions such 
as fast forward, rewind, pause and resume features will impose additional resource 
requirement on the VOD system in terms of storage space, disk and network hand-
width, etc. Previous research results use hatching, buffering and adaptive piggybacking 
in reducing the I/O demand for normal playback requests. However, these data shar-
ing techniques complicate the provision of VCR functions because when a viewer in a 
hatched group issues a VCR request, a new stream needs to be initiated for displaying 
the fast forward/rewind version of the movie to the viewer. Yet even worse is that 
when the viewer resumes to normal playback, it is impossible to merge the individual 
to the hatched streams again, i.e. viewers may ,fall out，of the hatches upon resume 
to normal playbacL The only way for continuing their normal playback is to allocate 
new streams to these viewers, which is not desirable. Therefore, without an efficient 
scheme to handle VCR requests and careful resource management, the benefits of these 
data sharing techniques will be lost. 
In our work, we solve the system sizing problem of a VOD system hy determin-
ing the right amount of resources to be allocated for normal playback and servicing 
VCR requests while satisfying predefined performance characteristics. We propose a 
novel, general mathematical model to calculate the amount of resources neededfor nor-
mal playback by ensuring a certain probability for the viewers to join in the exhting 
batches upon resume from VCR requests. This approach has not been investigated in 
any existing literature before. We also propose a scheme to support the VCR function-
ality: the interactive viewers are supported hy new streams whenever they issue fast 
forward/rewind request. Upon resume, if the viewers can join in the existing groups, 
i 
the newly allocated streams will be released, otherwise, they will hold on to the resource 
for their normal playback. Meanwhile, these fallen out viewers will be merged hack to 
the batched streams by using adaptive piggybacking. We further calculate the amount of 
VCR resources needed by applying a queuing model We show by experiments on how 
to use our proposed approach to distribute the resources for normal playback and ser-
vicing VCR requests under different arrival rates of VCR requests and different price 
ratios of memory buffer space to 1/0 bandwidth, 
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Recent technological advances in information and communication technologies have 
made fiber optic networks and high bandwidth available at lower costs. This has stim-
ulated the integration of digital continuous media, such as audio and video, into exist-
ing computing environments. Multimedia systems play a major role in a wide range 
of applications such as education domain, diagnostic imaging, scientific visualization 
and commercial services. Among these services, interactive TV and video-on-demand 
(VOD) have been identified as two important services in the coming few years [DVV94 . 
Here we will mainly focus on video-on-demand systems, the most challenging aspect of 
which is to provide on-demand service to multiple clients simultaneously and to sup-
port interactive VCR functionalities. In both cases, the users expect that their requests 
can be satisfied within a short and reasonable time. However, several difficulties need 
to be dealt with. Firstly, unlike textual data, video objects require large storage, high 
disk bandwidth for retrieval and high network bandwidth for transmission. Secondly, 
video data also requires stringent real-time delivery, i.e. it is delay-sensitive. Un-
like conventional computer applications, continuous media playback requires that data 
be delivered at a steady rate without significant variations, otherwise, it may result 
in jerkiness and jitters. Therefore, sufficient amount of resources has to be reserved 
ahead in order to provide an acceptable level of service to the viewers. Much research 
effort has been dedicated to design new techniques for the efficient use of resources, so 
that the resources needed to satisfy predefined performance measure can be reduced. 
1.1 Video-0n-Demand Environment 
In a VOD system, video objects are stored in a storage server and played out to the 
users upon request. The storage server consists of a set of disks, a set of processors, 
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buffer space and a tertiary storage device. The more frequently accessed objects are 
cached on disks for high performance access and they provide video streams to the 
viewers with some form of quality-of-service guarantee to ensure a smooth playback. 
We assume that the caching on disks is done on-demand, i.e. a non-disk resident object 
is fetched from tertiary storage only when it is referenced. The server will store the 
whole database of digitized and compressed video data on tertiary storage. Due to 
the long latency encountered and the high bandwidth cost of tertiary storage, video 
objects cannot be transmitted to the viewers directly from the tertiary devices. If 
the requested video object is not disk-resident, it has to be retrieved from the tertiary 
device and placed on disk before initiating its display. In other words, the server should 
provide transparent access to objects in tertiary storage for the viewers. Besides, an 
I /O stream is needed to be scheduled to read the disk-resident video data from the 
disk to display to the viewer. 
Several basic storage architectures have been proposed for constructing low-cost 
VOD servers and can be found in [TPBG93, OBRS94, FR94, BP94, LL95]. The au-
thors propose different data layouts, scheduling techniques and playout control with 
their proposed hierarchies to design low-cost VOD servers. A storage server can be 
described in terms of the following parameters: 1) total available I /O bandwidth 2) 
total available disk storage space 3) total available buffer space, and 4) total available 
tertiary storage space. These system resources, as well as the data layout and schedul-
ing schemes, determine the cost of the server and the QoS it can offer to the viewers. 
One useful measure of the QoS is the latency induced in servicing a user request. The 
latency for servicing a request is defined as the time between the viewer's request to 
the time the reading ofthe requested object from the disk is initiated. We assume that 
the additional delay until data is displayed to the viewer is relatively negligible. La-
tency arises because there is insufficient bandwidth for servicing the viewers' requests 
and insufficient buffer space for scheduling the reading of video objects from the disks. 
Besides, as mentioned before, to access non-disk resident video objects, they must be 
fetched from the tertiary store to the disk, therefore latency can also be attributed to 
insufficient disk storage. In general, the more resources we have, the lower will be the 
average latency for servicing a user request. Yet more resources simply means a larger 
cost. Therefore, in order to design a cost-effective VOD server, it is very important to 
carefully manage the system resources such that the number of viewers serviced can 
be increased. Among the four system resources we described above, we will focus our 
study on the total available I /O bandwidth and buffer space. 
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1.2 Problem Definition 
Several techniques have been proposed for increasing the number of concurrent viewers 
of popular movies through better usage of resources such as I /O bandwidth and buffer 
space. One technique is to use the batching [DSS94] method in which one I /O stream 
is dedicated to servicing several viewers who have arrived within a predefined short 
interval. As long as viewers are willing to wait for a small amount of time, all these 
requests to the same movie can be serviced using one I /O stream and thereby saving 
many I /O resources. Another technique for reducing the amount of I /O resources 
needed is the buffering method [RZ95], where viewers can fetch the data blocks from 
the system buffers instead of from the disk subsystem. Finally, adaptive piggybacking 
method [GLM96] allows viewers to have different displaying speeds so that eventually, 
they can catch up with each other and thereby reduce the I /O resource requirements. 
The basic idea behind these approaches is to group up the users so as to increase the 
degree of data sharing. All the approaches mentioned above are orthogonal and they 
can be implemented in a VOD system to reduce the total I /O resource requirement. 
Apart from normal playback, it is also desirable to provide interactive VCR func-
tions like fast forward with viewing (FF), rewind with viewing (RW) and pause/resume 
(PAU). There are various research results on supporting interactive VCR functions for 
the VOD system. In [KSKT94], the authors propose two queuing networks to model 
the amount of reserved resources for servicing VCR requests with an associated sta-
tistical guarantee on a quality-of-service metric: one is to delay the service while the 
other is to provide the service with a lower quality, in case there is insufficient band-
width. In [CKLV95], the authors propose a selected access scheme, combined with 
data placement strategies for the server to dynamically access desired video frames 
from a shared storage device and this can be applied to support VCR-like functions. 
In [CKY95], the authors propose methods to support variable rate browsing and min-
imize the additional resources required. This is achieved by considering both the 
storage and retrieval for video data. The overall approach comprises storage meth-
ods, sampling and placement methods and playout methods. In [LL96], the authors 
propose the use of sub-band coding techniques to store video objects such that VCR 
functionality can be provided at multi-resolution levels with no additional load on 
system resources. However, relatively few research has addressed the problem of incor-
porating VCR functions in a system using data sharing techniques in servicing normal 
playback. The problem of allowing users in a batch to pause and eventually resume 
has been investigated in [YWS95] by making use of a look-ahead scheduling with 
look-aside buffering. Look-ahead scheduling backs up the viewers with a (look-ahead) 
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stream currently being used for another showing but is close to completion, conse-
quently allowing the viewer to pause and resume at any time. Before the look-ahead 
stream becomes available, the pause and resume feature is supported by the original 
stream through (look-aside) buffering ofthe missed content. In [DSST94], the authors 
propose to reserve some resources ahead (known as contingency channels) so as to pro-
vide short response time to resume requests from VCR functions. An analytical model 
that predicts the reneging probability and expected resume delay is developed and 
it is applied to allocate channels for batching, on-demand playback and contingency. 
In [LL97], the authors propose a protocol which splits an interactive user from the 
batch, whom will be serviced by dedicated video streams known as I streams. These 
individuals are merged back to the batching streams using synch buffer, which is used 
to bridge the gap between a batching stream and the I stream. 
That is to say, although data sharing techniques such as batching, buffering and 
adaptive piggybacking can service requests for popular movies in large bulks, they do 
not work very well in the presence of interactive VCR functions because the behavior 
of viewers in issuing and resuming from VCR requests is unpredictable. For example, 
in batching, users arriving within a certain interval are grouped together to be serviced 
by the same I /O stream. However, in the presence of interactive VCR functions, the 
benefit of data sharing is lost because when the viewers resume to normal playback, 
there may not be any existing batch of viewers that they can join in to share the same 
I /O stream to continue the normal playback of the movie. These viewers are said to 
fall out of a batch and are referred to as fallen out viewers. As a result, the demand 
for system resources required can be significantly increased [DVV94] since additional 
resources are required to service the normal playback of these fallen out viewers in 
order not to sacrifice the quality of service. Therefore an efficient scheme is needed in 
order to incorporate VCR functionality. 
Consequently, we address the prablem of system sizing in designing a VOD system, 
when VCR functionalities are provided in conjunction with data sharing techniques 
like batching and buffering. Efficient resource management and proper system sizing is 
crucial for designing a cost-effective VOD server. We divide the overall resources into 
those required in normal playback and those for servicing VCR requests. Notice that 
the allocation of additional resources for servicing VCR requests is inevitable since 
in the case of FF and RW, the VCR version of the movie has to be displayed to the 
viewer. However, if the chance of viewers falling out of a batch after the VCR requests 
can be minimized, these allocated additional resources can be released at once upon 
resume and consequently, the viewers will not be consuming additional resources for 
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their normal playback. Based on this idea, we calculate the resources required for 
normal playback by satisfying the following requirement: when batching and buffer-
ing techniques are both used, the amount of memory buffers and I /O resources to 
be preallocated for normal playback should ensure that after a VCR function, there 
is a certain probability, say, F*, that the additional resources (which are dedicated 
to a VCR function) can be released. If we can increase the probability of releasing 
these resources when resuming to normal playback, then we can use these resources to 
admit more users, thereby making the VOD system more cost-effective. To calculate 
the amount of resources needed for servicing VCR requests, we propose a scheme to 
facilitate the fallen out viewers to join in the batches again. Therefore, even though 
the viewer may have to hold on to the additional resources for normal playback, we 
try to reduce the time for these fallen out viewers to release the resources. In this 
way, we can reduce the time that the VCR resources will be used for normal playback 
instead o f for servicing VCR requests, which implies that the amount of reserved VCR 
resources can be reduced. This is achieved by incorporating the techniques of adaptive 
piggybacking and buffering, where the displaying speeds of the fallen out viewers are 
altered such that they can join in the existing batches in front or behind. Based on 
this proposed scheme, we calculate the amount of VCR resources needed. 
The contributions of our work are as follows. 
• In calculating the resources required for normal playback, we introduce a model 
for determining the amount of resources required for supporting normal playback 
while satisfying predefined performance characteristics. The amount of resources 
needed for normal playback is calculated by taking into consideration the VCR 
functionality to be provided to the viewers. 
• Our proposed model allows us to maximize the benefits of data sharing tech-
niques, such as batching and buffering, in the presence of interactive VCR func-
tions. In other words, given a certain amount of system buffer, and I /O band-
width resources, we use our mathematical model to determine the distribution of 
these resources among the popular movies such that normal playback and VCR 
functionality can be provided in a satisfactory manner. 
• The mathematical model is general in the sense that when deriving the amount 
of resources needed for normal playback, we do not assume any particular dis-
tribution for modeling fast forward, rewind, and pause in order to guarantee the 
probability to be at least P*. In calculating the amount of VCR resources, we 
try to follow the same technique in [KSKT94] to model these resources by the 
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application of an M/M/m queue. Although we have to assume the VCR du-
ration is of exponential distribution, our normal playback model does not make 
any assumption on the distribution. 
• Besides, we propose an effective scheme to restore the benefits of data sharing 
that is lost resulted from the fallen out viewers. This is achieved by trying to 
batch these fallen out viewers with the existing batches again and our proposed 
scheme is efficient in significantly reducing the time to accomplish this task. 
• It is worth pointing out that, by ensuring a larger F*, (which means whenever 
a viewer resumes, there is a greater probability that he will be able to join 
back to any of the existing batches), less resources are needed to be reserved 
for servicing VCR requests. However, this will not necessarily result in the 
reduction of the overall amount of system resources required because we may 
need to reserve a large amount of resources for normal playback in order to 
ensure such a probability. Without an accurate model and a good system sizing 
method, we will not be able to calculate the right amount of resources needed. 
Therefore, another important contribution of our work is the application of the 
mathematical model we proposed, combined with our proposed scheme to handle 
fallen out viewers, in calculating the amount of resources for normal playback 
and servicing VCR requests respectively. 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a 
review on some of the existing techniques in reducing the I /O demand of the user 
requests and how to support interactive VCR functionalities. In Chapter 3, we present 
our system model for normal playback and servicing VCR requests. The mathematical 
model for calculating the resources required for normal playback, while ensuring a 
probability to deallocate the additional resources required for servicing VCR requests, 
is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we present the approach in calculating the 
resources needed for servicing VCR request and introduce our proposed scheme on 
facilitating the fallen out viewers to join in the batches. In Chapter 6, we describe 
how to apply our research results in solving system sizing problems in a VOD system. 
Lastly, our conclusions are given in Chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Related Work 
There has been significant amount of research work dedicated to designing cost-effective 
VOD servers. In this chapter, we present some of the existing research results that are 
related to our work. These results are separated into two categories, namely the data 
sharing techniques and existing techniques on how to incorporate VCR functionality 
into the VOD system. 
2.1 Data Sharing Techniques 
There are several approaches on how to reduce the I /O demand on the storage server 
through data sharing, or, in efFect, increasing the number of concurrent viewers. These 
techniques are orthogonal, in the sense that they can be implemented together to save 
the I /O resources in a VOD system. 
2.1.1 Batching 
The most simplest way to satisfy independent playback requests is to dedicate an 
I /O stream to each request, yet this will require a very large number of I /O streams. 
For popular movies, we can anticipate that there will be a large number of viewers, 
therefore if the playback requests are separated by small time intervals, they can be 
grouped together by using one single I/O stream. Batching is an I /O scheduling policy 
where the initiation of an I/O stream is delayed so as to group up the normal playback 
requests of the same movie. As long as the viewers are willing to wait for a certain 
period of time, batching can help to achieve a substantial reduction in the required 
server capacity. However, this reduction in I/O streams will increase the average 
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waiting time of the viewers, thus there is a trade off between the I /O bandwidth 
utilization and the average waiting time of viewers. 
One way to batch the playback requests is to start the movie when the number 
of waiting viewers has reached a certain level, which is known as hatching by size. 
Yet this may not be fair since there is no guarantee that the viewer who have been 
waiting the longest is serviced. Another way will be to start the movie periodically 
at predetermined intervals, known as hatching by timeout The use of batching is 
appropriate only for popular movies as it will incur unnecessary latencies for non-
popular movies. Figure 2.1 shows a scenario of batching by timeout, where an I /O 
stream is initiated to service a batch of viewers after a fix period of time. 
a batch 
of viewers 
_ i > movie time 
batching 
interval 
Figure 2.1: Batching by timeout 
By exploiting the fact that modern communication networks such as ATM are 
equipped with a multicast faci l it / , in [DSS94], the authors propose the batching of 
clients arriving within a short time duration to be serviced using a single I /O stream. 
Generally, increasing the batching interval reduces the resources required but at the 
same time increases the average waiting time of the viewers. Thus, it may result in 
the case that a viewer may decide to leave the system (renege) if he does not receive 
service within some amount of time. Various scheduling policies are also proposed for 
selecting which movie to multicast. The objective of these policies is to reduce the 
average waiting time for starting the service for a normal playback request, to reduce 
the reneging probability as well as to increase fairness over requests for all movie types, 
i.e. the reneging probability is defined to be equal for all movie requests. The two 
orthogonal classes of policies being studied are FCFS, which schedules the movie with 
the longest outstanding request, and MQL (maximum queue length), which chooses 
the movie with the maximum number of outstanding requests. 
Hhe same message can be sent to multiple clients without causing any extra overhead to the server 
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2.1.2 Buffering 
Buffering is a technique which tries to bridge the gap between close successive requests 
using buffer. This is achieved by retaining the movie frames fetched by the previous 
stream in the buffer space and subsequent streams will read the frames from the buffer 
rather than using another I /O stream. The basic idea is to use buffer space to promote 
sharing and hence reducing I /O bandwidth utilization. Since even retaining a few 
minutes of the video in the buffer is costly, it is very important to carefully decide 
what and when data should be retained in the buffer. Figure 2.2 shows a scenario 





‘I ； I ] _] ； ]f 
buffer . . 
movie time 
Figure 2.2: Buffering technique 
There are several existing research results on using buffering techniques to reduce 
disk utilization and increase the capacity of the video server. In [DS94, KRT94, MN95, 
DS96], the authors explore the benefits of caching continuous media data to reduce the 
utilization of I /O bandwidth. By making efficient use of the data already fetched into 
the buffer, the number of concurrent viewers can be increased. They propose buffer 
sharing schemes which help to determine when and where to retain the data of each 
stream in the buffer for use by subsequent streams. Besides, in [DDM+95], the cost 
performance tradeoff of various buffering and caching strategies is studied by varying 
the buffer size, disk utilization and the disk characteristics on the overall capacity of 
the system. In [ORS95], the authors propose novel demand paging algorithms that 
guarantee a given transfer rate as well as utilize the limited buffer space effectively 
and eliminate the disk bandwidth limitation. In [NY96], the authors show that buffer 
sharing can lead to as much as 50% reduction in total buffer requirement. Prefetching 
strategies are also proposed to maximize the effective use of buffer space and disk 
bandwidth. 
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2.1.3 Static Partitioning 
Static Partitioning is one of the partitioned buffer management strategies proposed in 
RZ95], which combines the use of batching and buffering and is developed based on 
a buffer refreshing process. This scheduling method is similar to batching, in which 
the move is restarted periodically at predefined intervals. Thus, it allows the sharing 
of data between requests such that requests arriving during a batching interval can be 
serviced using a single I /O stream [DSS94]. In addition, some amount of buffer space, 
termed a partition, is associated with each I /O stream. This allocated buffer space 
allows the retaining of movie frames in memory for a certain period of time termed 
as the viewer enrollment window. Figure 2.3 illustrates the scenario for the static 
partitioning scheme, where each batch of viewers is serviced using an I /O stream and 
a partition of buffer. Viewers who come before the closing of the viewer enrollment 
window^ read the frames from the buffer partition (we call these the type 2 viewers). 
Viewers who come after the window is closed (we call these the type 1 viewers) are 
queued up to wait for the next restart of the movie. The longest time a viewer has to 
wait occurs when he arrives just after the viewer enrollment window is closed. In this 
case, the maximum waiting time equals the batching interval (the interval between 
initiations of two consecutive I /O streams) minus the length of the viewer enrollment 
window. 
^ type 1 viewers 
I I I I I I ^ viewers grouped from type 1 
W ++ ^ ^ 小 ++ f i i | movietime ( type2viewers 
|< > b batching interval 
< ： >. V viewer enrollment window 
b ^ 
口 partitions 
Figure 2.3: Different types of viewers in static partitioning. 
2.1.4 Adaptive Piggybacking 
Adaptive Piggybacking allows the viewers to have different display rates so that even-
tually viewers with their respective I/O streams can be merged together to share a 
single I /O stream. Notice that the display adjustment is done gradually and slow 
enough so that it is not noticeable to the viewers, therefore some time must elapse 
before the streams can merge. This may result in the fact that the reduction in I /O 
^At this point, the frames in the partition are refreshed. 
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demand is not as high as that in batching, however, as the grouping of the viewers is 
done dynamically while the display is in progress, the viewers will not experience any 
latency. 
This approach assumes that the storage server is capable of dynamically altering 
the display rate of a request; in other words, to time compress or time expand some 
portions of an object's display. As the display device displays at a fixed rate, the slow 
down in effective display rate can be done by adding additional frames. Similarly, the 
display rate can be increased by removing movie frames. It has been pointed that 
differences as small as ± 5 % in the display rates will not sacrifice the quality of display, 
thus is not perceivable by the viewers [GLM96]. The idea behind this approach is to 
dynamically merge two or more I /O streams into one. Before the merge, there are two 
I /O streams displaying the same video, and are separated by a small number offrames. 
In order to close the temporal gap between these two streams, the display rate of the 
leading stream is decreased while the display rate of the trailing stream is increased. 
Eventually, the faster trailing stream will be able to catch up with the slower leading 
stream. At this point, the streams are adaptively piggybacked, thereby merging two 
I /O streams into one. 
The altered stream of frames can be provided to the viewers by on-line creation 
of an altered version of the movie, yet it may require complicated scheduling and/or 
additional buffer storage and specialized hardware. Another way is to create it off-line 
and store on disk with the original version, yet it requires additional disk storage. 
Adaptive piggybacking is first proposed in [GLM96], where three basic types of 
piggybacking policies, in conjunction with batching policies, are investigated and eval-
uated with respect to the reduction in I /O bandwidth utilization. The results indicate 
convincingly that small variations in the delivery rate can enable enough merging o f I / 0 
streams that significant reduction of I /O bandwidth is realized. Besides, in [AWY96], 
based on the simple merging policy proposed in [GLM96], a generalization and optimal 
variant of which is developed. Another new policy is also proposed which is seen to be 
optimal over a large class of any known piggybacking policies. In [LLG97a], the au-
thors consider two possible versions of the stream merging problem, namely the static 
version and the dynamic version. The former one is formalized and the upper bound 
on the I /O demand of which is derived. The authors also propose efficient heuristic 
algorithms for both static and dynamic versions of the stream merging problem. 
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2.2 Providing VCR Functionalities 
To provide on-demand VCR-like user interactions, one approach is to have a dedicated 
I /O stream for each user. However, this is not cost-effective as in commercial environ-
ments, there may be a lot of users, thus requiring a large amount of resources. Not 
much work has been done in investigating the support of interactive V C R functional-
ities in a video-on-demand system efficiently. We describe several of these below. 
In [KSKT94], the authors propose and analyze the provision of F F / R W capabilities 
with an associated statistical QoS guarantee by proposing two schemes which provide 
immediate access to full-resolution F F / R W bandwidth with high probability. When 
there is not enough bandwidth for servicing a F F / R W request, the service is delayed 
and this scheme is called the Delay Scheme (DS). Another possible way is to provide 
the service immediately but with a loss in resolution, referred to as the Loss Scheme 
(LS). In order to compute the maximum number of users that the system can support 
while maintaining a certain performance level, they model the video server as a closed 
queuing network with 2 queues and N customers, where Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4b 
represents DS and LS respectively. The lower queue represents the playback queue 
while the upper queue represents a user either queuing or receiving F F / R W service. 
The service time in the lower queue and the upper queue is assumed to be exponentially 
distributed with mean 1/A and l/ /x respectively. The authors have shown that their 
• S ^ 
P P y R w \ ^ ^ — w \ ^ 
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(a) Delay Scheme (DS) (b) Loss Scheme (LS) 
Figure 2.4: Video server models for the two schemes 
approach to support VCR functionalities with statistical guarantees on the QoS metrics 
results in a significant increase in the number of supportable viewers, when compared to 
systems in which F F / R W bandwidth is statically reserved for each viewer. Moreover, a 
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playback-only server can be extended to provide this service by reserving only a small 
portion of its total bandwidth, which is dynamically shared among FF /RW requests. 
In [DSST94], the authors pointed out that the technique of batching complicates 
the provision of VCR functionality, because a new stream needs to be started when 
the client resumes. The authors consider reserving a pool of resources known as con-
tingency channels, for providing short response time to resume requests. The authors 
first develop an analytical model that predicts the reneging probability and expected 
resume delay, and this model is used to optimally allocate resources for batching, 
on-demand playback, and contingency. 
In [OBRS94], the authors propose a low-cost storage architecture for a MOD server, 
which satisfies multiple concurrent requests for the retrieval of data. A novel storage 
allocation scheme is proposed that can support multiple different portions of a movie 
to be concurrently retrieved from the disk. This is achieved by dividing a movie into 
p phases, the duration of which is determined by the bandwidth requirements of the 
movie as well as the bandwidth capacity of the disk or disk array which stores that 
movie. The p phases of the movie are concurrently supported by p concurrent I /O 
streams. With the proposed scheme, VCR functions can be easily provided. A wide 
range ofschemes are presented for implementing the VCR functions. The authors point 
out that the quality of MOD services (e.g. frame rate of fast forward as compared to 
normal display, delay incurred in resuming from a pause) can be improved by the 
allocation of additional buffers for each viewer. 
In [YWS95], the authors address the problem of pause/resume functionality in a 
system where batching is used to conserve resources. They propose a mechanism called 
look-ahead scheduling with look-aside buffering. The idea is to back up each viewer 
with a (look-ahead) stream that is currently being used for another showing that is 
near completion, rather than backing up with a real stream capacity. The look-aside 
buffer is used to buffer the missed contents so as to support the pause and resume 
features before the look-ahead stream becomes available. Although this scheme can 
provide a substantial improvement in throughput, this is accomplished by making use 
of a very large buffer pool. Therefore, whether it is more cost-effective to purchase 
additional disks or increasing the buffer pool need to be investigated and it certainly 
depends on the relative cost of buffer and I /O streams. 
In [CKY95], the authors point out that the support of interactive VCR functions 
will impose additional resources requirements on the VOD system. They propose 
methods to support variable rate browsing and minimize the additional resources re-
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quired. This is achieved by considering both the storage and retrieval methods for 
video data. The overall approach adopted comprises 1) a storage method, 2) sampling 
and placement methods, and 3) a playout method, in which the sampling and place-
ment methods are two alternatives for video-segment selection. The segment-sampling 
scheme supports browsing at any desired speed and balances the load on the disk array 
while the segment-placement scheme supports completely uniform segment sampling 
across the disk array for specific speed-up rates. 
The Split and Merge (SAM) Protocol is proposed in [LL97] to address the problem 
of fallen out viewers when batching is used. This protocol allows multiple users to 
transparently share the same video stream, as if each user has his own dedicated I /O 
stream. The I /O streams are divided into S streams and I streams; the former is 
for servicing the normal playback of viewers and the latter is to service the users' 
interactive VCR requests. Initially, the viewers are batched together and serviced by 
an S stream. The basic idea behind is to allocate a dedicated I /O stream (I stream) 
for the viewer issuing the VCR request, thereby splitting him from the batch. After 
these individuals resume, they are merged back to the batching streams by using synch 
buffer. The synch buffer is filled up with movie frames by the nearest S stream and it 
is used to bridge the gap between the S stream and the dedicated I stream. However, 
the authors do not address the problem that what the optimal amount of synch buffer 
is and how the amount will be affected by different arrival rates of VCR requests. 
Besides, how the resources should be distributed has not been discussed. 
Chapter 3 
System Model 
Our system model is based on a partitioned buffer management strategy called static 
partitioning, as described in the previous chapter, which combines the use of batching 
and buffering. We adopt these methods to improve the scalability of VOD systems by 
servicing multiple user requests using a single I /O stream. Furthermore, the addition of 
buffering to batching reduces the average waiting time and the number of I /O streams 
as compared to using batching alone. Note that these data sharing techniques should 
only be applied to requests for popular movies. The use of batching technique for non-
popular movies will incur unnecessary latencies while the use of buffering technique 
for non-popular movies will be a waste of buffering resources. In this section, we will 
first describe the requirements in providing VCR functionality, and then we present 
our system model for normal playback and servicing VCR requests. 
3.1 Operations involved in VCR Control 
The static partitioning scheduling method only deals with normal playback. However, 
VCR functions like fast-forward (FF), rewind (RW), pause (PAU) and resume are im-
portant and necessary features to be provided to the viewers. A fundamental problem 
in providing such interactive features in conjunction with the data sharing techniques 
is the need for additional resources when the viewer resumes to normal playback from 
the VCR mode and is no longer part of any group of requests sharing the I /O and 
buffer resources. In this thesis, we present a model which facilitates the calculation of 
distribution of resources so as to reduce the additional load resulting from the users 
resuming to normal playback after a VCR operation. In addition, this model aids in 
making system sizing decisions, such that the cost-effectiveness can be improved. 
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In fact, the servicing of these VCR requests can be divided into two phases. 
• phase 1: Displaying the VCR-version of the movie 
When a viewer issues a VCR request other than the pause function, additional 
resources have to be allocated so that he can view the VCR-version ofthe movie. 
(The pause operation, on the other hand, does not require information to be 
‘displayed. So there may be a possibility that the resources associated with the 
paused stream can be released to service other requests, and allocate resources 
again when the user resumes to normal playback). As described in section 2, two 
queuing networks have been proposed to model the amount of reserved resources 
for VCR requests in [KSKT94]. We denote the mean time spent in this phase as 
f^VCR-
• phase 2: Resuming to normal playback 
When resuming from the VCR operation to normal playback, the probability of 
releasing the resources allocated during phase 1 depends on at what time and 
which position the viewer resumes. If the frames the viewer needs are already 
in the buffer when he resumes, i.e, in one of the existing partitions, then the 
viewer can read the data directly from the partition in which he resumes. In 
this case, the viewer is said to join the partition, and the resources allocated in 
phase 1 can be released and we denote the probability of resuming at any of the 
existing partitions as P*. On the other hand, if the viewer cannot resume at any 
ofthe existing partitions, to continue his normal playback without any delay, the 
viewer has to make use of the resources allocated in phase 1 until he can join a 
partition. 
We define that a viewer is said to have a hit if he can resume at any existing 
partition when resuming to normal playback after a VCR request, such that 
additional resources allocated to him in phase 1 can be released in phase 2. 
Otherwise, the viewer is said to have a miss if he resumes at the gaps between 
partitions. The hit and miss events are illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
The utilization of VCR resources after resume from VCR requests is not desirable 
because the VCR resources are now used to service normal playback rather than 
VCR requests. Here we denote the mean time spent in this phase, that is, the 
time elapsed before the resources allocated in phase 1 can be released, as fJ>hold. 
As mentioned before, the allocation of resources for normal playback ensures that 
there is a minimum probability of P* for the viewers to resume at any of the 
existing partitions after the VCR requests. Therefore, there is only a probability 
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Figure 3.1: Hits and misses for viewers resuming from VCR requests. 
of (1 - P*) that the viewer has to hold on to the additional resources when he 
resumes. Thus, the expected time spent in phase 2 is given by (1 - P*)fJ'hold' 
3.2 Normal Playback Model 
As mentioned before, the allocation of resources in phase 1 for servicing a VCR request 
is usually inevitable. On the other hand, whether or not these allocated resources can 
be released depends on the resuming position. If there is a high probability that the 
viewers can resume at existing partitions, the additional load resulting from a resume 
can be reduced. Therefore, our goal is to guarantee a certain probability of releasing 
the allocated resources at a resume point so as to reduce the consumption of reserved 
resources. Thus, more resources are available for servicing future requests, such as 
forthcoming VCR requests or even be dedicated to service requests for non-popular 
movies. 
Clearly, the size and the number of partitions^ used for servicing normal playback, 
together with the duration of VCR requests, will greatly affect the probability of re-
suming at an existing partition. In .this thesis, we combine the virtues of batching 
and buffering (for popular movies) while providing support for VCR-like interactive 
requests by applying the static partitioning model. Therefore, our normal playback 
model is derived based on the static partitioning model, to which the resources al-
located are calculated to ensure the following: when a viewer resumes from a VCR 
request, there is a probability of at least P* that the additional resources allocated in 
phase 1 can be deallocated in phase 2. 
Since our goal is to guarantee the probability of a hit is at a certain level, we also 
consider the behavior of VCR requests in determining the configuration of the system, 
iNote that the number of partitions is equal to the number of I/O streams associated in a movie. 
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i.e, in determining how much buffer resources and I /O streams should be reserved for 
normal playback. We study the behavior of each VCR operation as a function of its 
respective probability density function (pdf), f{x), where x is the amount of movie 
time spent in a VCR request. The pdf of VCR requests can be obtained by statistics 
while the movie is displayed, and is defined in the interval [0,1], where 1 is the movie 
length (in time unit). A pause of x time units, where x > /, is equivalent to a pause 
of a^mod 1 time units, e.g., the situation where 1 二 120 minutes and x = 130 minutes 
is equivalent to pausing for 10 minutes, since a movie is restarted periodically. 
Therefore, based on the distribution of the duration of VCR requests, we perform 
resource allocation to determine the resources needed for normal playback such that 
the probability of holding the resources upon resume can be controlled. This resource 
allocation is calculated based on the mathematical model we propose, which will be 
presented in Chapter 4. In this model, we assume that the arrivals of normal playback 
requests for a popular movie are distributed according to a Poisson process with rate 
A. This is a reasonable model of the arrival process since we expect the VOD system to 
have a large user population. Based on the above principles, we determine the expected 
hit probability upon resume to normal playback under various system configurations. 
The basic idea is as follows. If we could maximize the hit probability, then we could 
reduce the additional load resulting from resuming to normal playback. In other 
words, by increasing the hit probability, the probability of releasing reserved resources, 
consumed in phase 1, is increased. Consequently, the system will be able to service 
more requests simultaneously. Intuitively, increasing the size of the partitions will 
increase the hit probability because the fraction of movie in the buffer can be increased. 
Consider the extreme case that the entire movie is buffered, thus increasing the hit 
probability to 1. However, this may not yield a system with the lowest cost because 
considerably less time will be spent in a VCR request and buffering the whole movie will 
be too costly. Therefore, we try to find out a balance between I /O streams and buffer 
space which will yield the lowest cost for supporting the same number of concurrent 
viewers for both normal playback and VCR functions. 
3.3 VCR Model 
It is important to point out that, although relatively little time is spent in VCR modes 
as compared with normal playback [KSKT94], inefficient schemes for providing VCR 
functionality can easily result in consumption of large amounts of system resources and 
diminish the benefits of the data sharing techniques employed. Besides, the modeling 
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Notation Definition 
m no. of I /O streams for servicing VCR requests 
^ arrival rate of VCR requests 
fiVCR mean time spent in phase 1 of VCR functions 
fXhoid mean time spent in phase 2 of VCR functions “ 
"|Ty mean time spent in utilizing VCR resources 
Table 3.1: Major notations involved in VCR control 
of VCR resources is a problem because the behavior of viewers in doing VCR functions 
is completely unpredictable. That is, we cannot determine when the viewers will issue 
VCR requests, how long the VCR request will last, when they will resume to normal 
playback and so on. Nevertheless, we adopt the same approach as in [KSKT94], that 
is, we model the additional I /O resources by an M/M/m queue, so as to provide VCR 
service with a predefined level of QoS guarantee. For example, we ensure that the 
average time that a viewer has to wait for switching to VCR mode is within 3 seconds. 
The details of these QoS will be presented at the end of this section. The notations 
involving VCR controls are summarized in Table 3.1. We assume the arrival rate of 
VCR requests to be Poisson with a rate of XvcR per minute for each viewer, i.e. if on 
average a viewer issues z VCR requests per movie of length 1 minutes, we have: 
XvcR = J (3.1) 
As we have also assumed that the arrival of normal playback follows the Poisson 
distribution of rate A, the total arrival rate of VCR requests in the system, A ,^ is given 
by XlXvcR' Using Equation (3.1), we have: 
K = \z (3.2) 
The time spent in utilizing the servers in the M/M/m queue corresponds to the time 
spent by the viewers utilizing additional resources for servicing VCR requests and for 
continuing normal playback (in case of a miss) before they can join in the partitions, 
and it is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean jj,y [KSKT94]. As men-
tioned in Section 3.1, a VCR function is considered as a two-phase process. Therefore, 
|j,^  is calculated by summing up the mean time spent in each phase: 
fJ'v = fJ'VCR + (1 - P*)fJ'hold (^-^) 
In order to simplify the calculation of the average time for releasing the hold on re-
sources, fJ^hold, we further assume that each position of the movie bears the same prob-
ability to be the point of resume. We obtain the probability of queuing, P{queueing), 
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the expected waiting time for VCR service, T^, and the mean queue length, Nq, of a 
M/M/m queue as follows, where p = ^^. 
((mp「)（ 1 ) 
P(queueinq) ~ —,~"^ ； ~ ^ : (3.4) 
rv^m-l (mp)fe , /(mp)^w 1 Ni 
.2^k=0 ~~¥. ^ V m! Al-p7J 
No — P P(queueing) (3.5) 
1 — p 
T, 二 ^ (3.6) 
A<y 
In applying the above results of the M/M/m queue in calculating the additional I /O 
resources needed, we have to ensure that the service performance of handling VCR 
requests reaches a certain satisfactory level. In other words, when the viewer issues a 
F F / R W request or when he resumes from any VCR request, it is not desirable if the 
viewer has to wait for a long time for the display of the VCR-version of the movie or 
for the normal playback to resume respectively. In other words, when providing VCR 
functionality, one of the following performance level has to be satisfied. 
• When the viewer issues a VCR request, the probability that a viewer has to wait 
for the VCR request to be serviced must not be greater than e. 
• Even the viewer has to wait, we ensure that the waiting time is within the 
tolerance level of viewers, t*. 
• The average number of people waiting for their VCR requests to be serviced is 
l\ 
Referring to Equations (3.4)- (3.6), the above three performance requirements can be 
formulated as the following equations: 
P(queueing) < e (3.7) 
Tq < r (3-8) 
N, < r (3.9) 
These three equations will ensure the system to provide the service at a predefined 
performance level. However, as the queue length will not be noticeable by the view-
ers, therefore, in our calculation, we only use the first and second criteria for our 
performance level. 
Notice that p = ^ and must be smaller than 1, therefore the smallest value of 
, TTb 
m possible is [A^ ^^ J^ + 1. To find out the number of servers needed to ensure the 
performance level, the value of m is incremented until either the designated inequality 
defined above is satisfied. 
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Resource Allocation for Normal 
Playback 
In this chapter, we present the derivation of our mathematical model for determining 
the configuration of the system for normal playback. The basic idea pursued here is to 
use a mathematical model to determine an allocation of resources which, under various 
VCR operations (e.g., FF, RW, PAU), will insure the probability of a viewer resuming 
from a VCR request at any existing partitions to be greater than or equal to F*, where 
F* is a given system design parameter. 
RpF RPB J ^ B 丨 ^m 
卜 卜 j I i I 
i 丨 丨 catch-up ^ I I catch-up i 
X I i Y j . point X I 0 point ! Y 
X ‘ ^ t 
< ~ A ^ < >-
< t > < A > 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1: scenarios for catching up to viewers a) in front b) behind 
Before presenting the mathematical model, let us present the criteria for catching 
up to a stream. An example situation is illustrated in Figure 4.1(a). We denote 
Rpp sec/sec as the rate offast forward and Rps sec/sec as the rate of normal playback. 
Suppose viewers X and Y are "traveling" at a rate of RpF and RpB, respectively, and 
X lags behind Y by A minutes. Since RpF is greater than RpB, X will eventually 
catch up with Y at the catch-up point, denoted by a cross in the figure. Similarly, 
Figure 4.1(b) illustrates a scenario where viewer Y rewinds to catch up with viewer 
X. Thus, the amount of movie time, t, through which viewer X must fast-forward (or 
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Notation Definition 
P* Probability of hit upon resume 
~B Buffer reserved for playback (mins) 一 
~ri no. of I /O streams for normal playback 
1 length of a movie (mins) 
~w maximum waiting time for starting a movie 
, ^ arrival rate of normal playback requests 
Rp^ F Rate of fast forward 
RfiW Rate of rewind 
RpQ Rate of normal playback 
Table 4.1: Major notations involved in normal playback model 
viewer Y must rewind) before a catch-up is accomplished is as follows. 
= r a . A, where a =彻，【尸丑 ^ r FF, 
" l 7 - A , w h e r e 7 = ^ J f f ^ f o r R W . 
In the remaining chapter, we present the buffer and I/O requirements for normal play-
back under static partitioning. After introducing the problem formulation, we present 
a complete derivation of our mathematical model for predicting the probability of deal-
locating an I /O resource upon a resume from a VCR operation, which will be used for 
system sizing. This probability is derived by first considering the conditional probabil-
ity of hit for a viewer at a particular point in the movie, which will be unconditioned 
to obtain the general probability of hit for any type of VCR request. The major nota-
tions used for the derivation of our mathematical model for modeling normal playback 
resources are summarized in Table 4.1. 
4.1 Mathematical Model 
The static partitioning model adopts the idea of batching requests for a popular movie 
such that I /O streams are initiated periodically. If n is the number of I /O streams 
that are available, then for a movie with a length of 1 minutes, one way to guarantee 
that the viewers have the same maximum waiting time is to start the movie every 
丄 minutes. Assume that the total amount of buffers allocated for normal playback 
n 
for a popular movie can store B' minutes of the movie. Therefore, the size of each 
partition is B'/n. Then, in the worst case, if a viewer arrives at the time when the 
viewer enrollment window has just been closed, the viewer has to wait for the next 
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restart; this is the maximum amount of time a viewer has to wait. The length of the 
viewer enrollment window is equal to B'/n-5, where S is the reserved amount of buffer 
space, which insures that, when the first viewer in a partition replaces the frames in 
the buffer, the system will not overwrite the frames not yet viewed by the last viewer 
in the same partition [RZ95]. Thus, the maximum waiting time, w, is equivalent to 
the gap between partitions, which is equal to ^ + (5. Let B 二 B ^ - n 5 ; then we have: 
w:l-———,where n = 1, 2 , . . . , — (4.2) 
n w 
It is important to note that n = ^ would imply that B 二 0, which corresponds to 
the pure I /O case, where each batch is serviced by a single I /O stream. However, 
in this case, the hit probability will always equal to zero, unless n is infinitely large. 
Rearranging the above equation gives the number of I /O streams needed: 
n = - — — — , w h e r e B < 1 (4.3) 
w w 一 
The difference between using buffering in conjunction with batching and pure I /O lies 
in the amount of I /O and buffer resources required. When we dedicate B minutes 
worth of buffer space for normal playback, with reference to Equation (4.3), we can 
see that we can save f I /O streams which can be used to service VCR requests or 
requests for other movies. Of course, here we are using w minutes of buffer space as 
a tradeoff with one I /O stream. In the case of popular movies which are restarted 
frequently (i.e, w is small), we can save one I /O stream using relatively little buffer 
space. 
When referring to a particular viewer, we adopt the notation, K , to denote the 
position of a viewer currently viewing the V^^ minute of the movie. Furthermore, the 
positions of the first and the last viewer that can exist in a partition are denoted by 
Vf and Vi, respectively. These two viewers may be virtual, in the sense that there 
may not be actual viewers viewing the Vj^ and V/" minute of the movie, yet they 
are the two extreme positions in the partition in which a viewer can possibly exist. 
The maximum difference (in time units) between these two extreme viewers is f and 
is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The idea behind the model formulation is to use it to 
determine the probability of a hit when a viewer resumes from a VCR request. We 
denote P{hit]Vc,Vf) to be the conditional probability of a hit, given that a viewer is 
at position Vc and that the first possible viewer in the same partition is at position Vf. 
Among the three types of VCR requests (FF, RW and PAU), let us first consider the 
FF operation. 
In order to determine P{hit\Vc,Vf) given that the VCR function is FF, we need 
to know the probability density function (pdf) of the duration of a FF request. The 
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> Figure 4.2: relative positions of viewers at VcVf, Vi in a partition 
main difficulty in handling VCR requests lies in their inherently unpredictable nature 
KSKT94], where the retrieval pattern is not known. Rather than assuming a particular 
distribution, we allow a general distribution in our model, and we let the pdf of the 
duration of FF requests be denoted by f{x), where a; G [0,Z]. Note that, our goal 
is not to obtain the exact distribution or model for VCR behavior, but rather we 
assume that the VCR behavior has a general distribution and construct a model which 
is able to handle a general probability distribution and thus not be limited by any 
particular distribution. Given this general probability distribution, f(x), we derive 
the probability of a hit. We subdivide a hit into the following two mutually exclusive 
cases: 1) a hit within the same partition i.e, within the partition in which the VCR 
operation is initiated and, 2) a hit in another partitions. 
4.1.1 Hits occurring within the same partition (hit^u) 
hit hit„ 
i^^ *"w w 
^ ^ 
V, Vc Vf V , V^ V t V f 
__” IIMd — d ” 
^ • - ^ - • 
B/n B/n 
(a) ca tch ing u p w i t h all viewers (b) catch ing u p w i t h viewers be-
ahead in same par t i t i on tween K and Vt for Vt < K + -
Figure 4.3: Two cases of hit^j for viewer V； 
An event hit^ occurs if a viewer can resume in the same partition in which the 
VCR request is issued. In this case, the longest fast forward duration which can still 
result in a hit^ is the distance between the viewer at K , and the position of the first 
possible viewer in his partition. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.3(a) in which 
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the viewer must resume in the shaded region of the partition. The probability of a 
hitun given that the viewer is at position K and that the first viewer is at position 
Vf, for a FF request is as follows. The upper and lower limit denotes the duration 
of movie time that the viewer can fast forward so as to resume in the shaded region, 
where the upper limit is the time to enable a catch-up with the first possible viewer, 
Vf, as defined in Equation (4.1). 
> raAiu 
P(hit^\FF, Vc, Vf) = / f{x)dx where A^ 二 Vj — V； (4.4) 
Jo 
Our aim is to calculate the probability of a hityj when a viewer resumes from any 
VCR request, i.e, we need to uncondition the above probability to obtain P{hit^). 
The remainder of this section is dedicated to determining how to uncondition on V/ 
and Vc so as to obtain P{hitu>\FF), which is the expected probability of a hit within 
the same partition after a viewer resumes from a FF request. 
• Unconditioning on Vj 
Recall that Vf is the position of the first possible viewer that can exist in the 
same partition as the viewer at position K . Thus, we can uncondition on Vf 
with respect to V；. Since V； can be any position within the partition, it can 
range from being the position of the first viewer in the partition (in which case 
Vf = Vc), to being the position of the last viewer in the partition (in which case 
^/ = K + f ) . 
It is important to note that there are boundary cases where the viewer at position 
Vc may not be able to catch up with all the possible viewers ahead of him in the 
same partition. As shown in Equation (4.1),the time t, elapsed before a catch-up 
is accomplished is equal to the initial distance, A, times a constant greater than 
1. Therefore, if V； + t > /, then the viewer at position K cannot catch up with 
the target viewer before the movie ends. Thus, we divide the unconditioning of 
Vf into two cases. 
case a: viewer at position Vc can accomplish catch-up with all possible positions 
of the first viewer in the same partition, i.e. the largest value of V/ is equal to 
^ c + f . 
In this case, even if Vc corresponds to the last possible viewer, he will be able to 
catch up with the first possible viewer, who is f units of time ahead, before the 
movie ends. Thus, Vf ranges from K to K + f , and clearly, we have: 
rVc+^ 
Pa{hiUFF, K ) = / “ P[hit^\FF, K , Vf)P{Vf)dVf (4.5) 
JVf=Vc 
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where P{Vf) is the probability that the first viewer, who is in the same partition 
as Vc, is at the V}^ minute of the movie. Here, we approximated P{Vj) to be 
equal to 永 . N o t e that, this quantity is only an approximation since those 
viewers who arrive before the next restart of the movie all become "part of" the 
first viewer of the partition. Another reason why this is an approximation is 
that after viewers have resumed from VCR requests, the position of viewers may 
,not be uniformly distributed within a partition. Nevertheless, we will show that 
results obtained using our mathematical model matched those obtained through 
simulation in Section 4.2. 
case b: viewer at position V； cannot catch up with the farthest possible position 
of the first viewer in the same partition, Le. the largest value of Vj is equal to 
/+(g-l)Vc 
a ‘ 
In this case, we handle the boundary condition which ensures that K + t < /. 
That is, the catch-up to some viewers within the same partition is still possible 
before the end of the movie. In other words, consider the scenario that given a 
viewer at position V^ there exists a viewer at position Vt, (where Vt > Vc) such 
that when the former viewer catches up with the latter, both viewers are just 
at the end of the movie. Using Equation (4.1), we can describe a relationship 
between Vt and K by the equation K + ^ (¼ — K ) < 1, which gives the upper 
limit for Vt： 
V, < [ ± h ^ (4.6) 
一 a 
Note that the viewer at position V； will not be able to catch up with a viewer 
at position V/ if V/ > Vt for Vf G [K, K + f ] . The furthest position Vf with 
which the viewer at position K is able to catch up is Vt, as given by Equation 
(4.6). Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the region where a hit^ is ensured for Vf < Vf. 
Therefore, we have a second equation for unconditioning on Vf. The first term 
below corresponds to one case where Vt > Vj. The second term corresponds to 
the case where Vt < Vf < Vc + f , and the event hit^ is ensured for fast forward 
for a duration between 0 and a(Vt — Vc). 
P,{hiUFF,Vo)= r P{hitJFF,V,,Vf)P(Vf)dVf + 
JVf=Vc 
rVa+^ rcx{Vt-Vc) , 、 
/ / f{x) dxP{Vj)dVf (4.7) 
JVf=Vt Jo 
Using the same assumption made in case a, P(Vf) is equal to ^ ^ . 
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• Unconditioning on Vc 
As long as V；+ f is smaller than Vt, a viewer at position V； would be able to catch 
up with a viewer at all possible positions of Vj in the same partition. Otherwise, 
the farthest possible position of Vj will be at Vt. Here we also uncondition on K 
based on the two cases used for unconditioning on Vf. Again, we have two cases 
to consider: 
^ c a s e a : V； + f < ^ (or K < 1 —空，using Equation (4.6).) 
Pa{hit^{FF)=广：Pa{hiUFF, K) P{Va) dVc (4.8) 
JVc=o 
The only unknown here is F ( K ) , which is the probability that a viewer is at the 
V^^ minute of the movie. Since a viewer can be at any position of the movie, 
we assume that P(Vc) = j . In other words, we assume that all positions of the 
movie have equal probability of being viewed. 
As Vc is always smaller than or equal to Vf, in the second case, we have the 
farthest Vj to which a viewer at position K can catch up to be equal to Vt. In 
this case, we uncondition as follows. 
case b: Vc < Vf and Vj = Vt (or Vc < Vt which gives K < 0 
Therefore, unconditioning on K where 1 - ^ < V； < h gives the following 
equation for P},[hit^\FF) where P{Vc) is equal to } , as in case a. 
P,{hit^{FF) = fi P,{htUFF,Va) P(Vc) dVc (4.9) 
Jyc=i-^ 
Hence, given that the VCR request is a FF, the probability of a hit within the same 
partition, P[hit^{FF), is obtained by summing up the two expressions in Equations 
(4.8) and (4.9). 
4.1.2 Jump to other partitions (hit�) 
In addition to resuming in his own partition, a viewer can also resume in another 
partition such that the I/O resources allocated in phase 1 for serving his VCR request 
can be released. We refer to this event as a hit�. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, if a 
viewer is to resume at the i^ ^ partition ahead of its current position, then he must 
fast forward long enough to at least catch up with the last possible viewer in the i ^ 
partition ahead, namely, at position V^. Let us denote by Vf^  the position of the 
first possible viewer in the i^ partition, then the event hit�can be divided into two 
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cases, namely, the complete hiti and the partial hit^. As illustrated in Figure 4.4(a), 
a complete hit^ is an event corresponding to a viewer being able to catch up not only 
to the viewer at position Vi^  but also to the first possible viewer, i.e, viewer at position 
Vf.. Figure 4.4(b) illustrates the event of a partial hiti, which illustrates a viewer not 
able to catch up with the viewer at position Vf^  before the movie ends. 
complete hit'。 Partial hit^ 
V ^ “ > x , “ \ 
v,v,vj v,i Vf. V,VcVf ��� 
^M � |i^ i"M r^ j ^ 
current f partition i' partition current 1® partition i partition 
partition ahead aTiead partition ahead afiead 
(a) a complete hit^ (b) a partial hit^ 
Figure 4.4: A hit in another partit ions�hit� ) . 
Since the movie is started every ^ minutes, viewers at the same relative position 
in different partitions have a phase difference which is a multiple of •, e.g, viewers at 
position Vi and Vi^ have a phase difference of i . ^ minutes. Let us denote the shortest 
and longest duration a viewer must fast forward to have a h i t � b y Ajumpi and � u m p f , 
respectively. To make our derivation consistent with that of P(hit^), we express these 
two quantities in terms of Vj and Vc as follows. 
^jumpi — ^h .— ^c 
二 y + y^ — Vc-竺 
n n 
^jump f — ^fi — ^c 
= - + V / - K 
n J The probability of a hit�at the i^ partition ahead, denoted by P{hitl), is shown below 
case 1: able to catch up with both viewers at position Vi^ and Vf^ (a complete hit�) 
In this case, a viewer at position Vc is able to catch up with viewers at both position 
Vi- and Vf- in the ‘认 partition ahead: 
P,(hiti\FF, K , Vf) 二 广 ‘ — f f{x)dx (4.10) 
JaA.jum.pi 
case 2: able to catch up with a viewer at position Vi (a partial hit�) 
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In boundary cases, a viewer at position K may not be able to catch up with both 
viewers at position Vi- and Vf-. However, even if a viewer at position V； cannot catch 
up with all the viewers in the i ^ partition, as long as he is able to catch up with 
the viewer at position V^, we will classify this event as a partial hit�. As before, 
we define Vt, to be the position of the last viewer in the i ^ partition with which a 
viewer at position Vc can catch up. Thus, we have that Vt^  = Vi + 尝，resulting in 
—H>-i)Vc-^f . 
” cx . 
rc,(^+Vt-Vc) 
Pp(hitl\FF,Va,Vf) 二 / f{x)dx 
Jcx^jumpi 
二 广 f{x)dx (4.11) 
Joi^jumpj^ 
參 Unconditioning on Vf 
When unconditioning on V/, we consider a complete hit�and a partial hit� 
separately. For a complete hit�, we uncondition on Vf using the two cases (a) 
. . i^(^ot-l)Vc--
and (b) as in the derivation for event hit^. For event hi%, Vt 二 « ^ . 
rVc+^ 
F i ( / . < | F F , K ) = / “ Pc{hK\FF,V,,Vj)P{Vf)dVf (4.12) 
JVf=Vc 
P2{hiQFF, K ) 二 广 Pc{hK\FF, K , Vf)P{Vj)dVf (4.13) 
JVf=Vc 
Observe that a viewer at position K can have a complete hit�as well as a partial 
hito, depending on the value of Vf. Given a viewer at position V^ Equation (4.13) 
gives the probability of a complete hit�for K < Vf < Vt. But Vt < Vj < V； + f 
can also result in a partial hit��this is shown in Equation (4.14) below. Equation 
(4.15) corresponds to those viewers who can only have a partial hito for all values 
of V/, where the largest Vf with respect to Vc is defined as Vt'—叫“丄)：乂 “ ) . 
nVc+^ 
P3(hitHFF, K ) 二 / “ PAhitllFF, K , Vf)P(Vf)dVf (4.14) 
JV^ =Vt 
P4( /^<|FF,K)= fVt' Pp{hitllFF,Va,Vf)P{Vf)dVf (4.15) 
JVf=Vc 
參 Unconditioning on Vc 
The range of Vc is calculated using the same technique as in the hityj case to 
yield the following four equations. 
Pi{hii\FF) = t ~ ~ ~ P,{hK\FF,Vc) P(Vc) dVc (4.16) 
Jo 
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1一 i^  




Ps{hitllFF) = f ~~ P3(hit:|FF, K ) P(Vc) dV, (4.18) Jl^Bjy_i]^ 
n n 
^ (U-B)o. 
^ P^[hitl\FF) 二 [ : “ P4(hKlFF, y,) P{Va) dV, (4.19) 
‘ 力-Hf 
Hence, the probability of resuming at the i ^ partition ahead for a FF request, 
P{hiti]FF), is calculated by summing Equations (4.16) through (4.19). 
The number of partitions to which a viewer at position K would be able to jump 
ahead, resulting in h i t�, depends on in which partition this viewer is. For example, it 
would be impossible for a viewer in the last partition of the movie to jump ahead to 
another partition. Furthermore, the existence of Vt also limits the number of partitions 
to which a viewer can jump ahead. To find the range of i, we refer back to Equation 
(4.16),which indicates the upper limit on K , namely, / - ^ 一警 , m u s t be greater than 
or equal to 0. Therefore we have to satisfy the condition 1 - 空 - , > 0. Rearranging 
the equation gives the range of i: 
i < n{l + wa)-la (4.20) 
一 L la 
4.1.3 Fast-forwarding to the end of a movie 
Recall that our goal is to guarantee the probability of the resources, allocated for 
a VCR request, to be released upon resume to normal playback at a certain level. 
Consider the case where a viewer is at position Vc- Then the longest FF duration is 
given by a(Vt — Vc). As the pdf of a FF duration is defined in the interval [0, /], there 
is a non-zero probability that a viewer issuing a FF request will fast-forward to the 
end of the movie. In this case, the resources allocated to him in phase 1 can also be 
released. We define the probability of fast forwarding beyond the end of a movie to be 
P{end)] it is given by the following equation: 
P{end) 二 fi 广 f{x) dx F(Vc) dV, 
Jo Ja{Vt-Vc) 
=广广 f[x) dx y dVc (4.21) 
Jo Jl-Vc 1 
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Finally, P{hit\FF), the probability of a hit given that the VCR request is a FF oper-
ation, is calculated as follows. 
L n(l+iua) — la j 
P[hit\FF) = P{hiUFF) + £ P{hK\FF) + P[end) (4.22) 
i=i 
The first term of the RHS corresponds to the probability of a hit within the same 
partition, i.e, the partition in which the FF request is initiated, and the second term 
corresponds to the total probability of hit in the i^ partition ahead, where i > 1. The 
last term corresponds to the probability of fast-forward to the end of a movie. All 
three terms sum up to the probability of releasing the I /O resource upon resume from 
a FF request. 
For VCR requests like rewind and pause, we derive P{hit{RW) and P{hit]PAU) 
in a manner similar to the derivation of P{hit\FF). The detailed derivations can be 
found in Appendix A. 
4.1 .4 The expected hit probability P{hit) 
Whenever a viewer issues a VCR request, there is some probability that the request is of 
FF, RW, or PAU type; we denote these probabilities by PpF, Pnw, PpAU respectively. 
Note that, the values of these probabilities can be determined by measuring user 
behavior using statistical techniques. Given these probabilities, we can obtain the 
probability of a hit for a resume from a VCR request, P(hit), which can be expressed 
as follows. 
p{hit) 二 P ( / i^FF)PFF + P("^i^VtOi^M/ + P("^PAfOPpAL7 (4.23) 
The quantity, P{hit), is a function of seven system parameters. Specifically, 
P(hit) = ai,B,n,w,RFF,RpB,RRW), of which 5 of them are known. Our goal is 
to determine the proper values of B (the total size of buffer space needed for normal 
playback) and n (the number of I /O streams needed for normal playback) such that 
P(hit) is greater than or equal to P*, which is a given design parameter. To determine 
the values of B and n, we use the following two constraints: 
/ _ B 
w = L ^ (C1) 
n 
F* < P(fiif) {C2) 
The first constraint, C1, corresponds to the maximum waiting time that a viewer might 
experience before the movie restarts. The second constraint, C2, ensures the average 
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probability of a hit conform to a specified probability F*. Substituting the system 
parameters into the two constraints will yield two equations in two unknowns, namely, 
B and n. By solving these two equations numerically, we can determine the size o f the 
system buffer, B, and the number of I /O streams, n, which need to be pre-allocated 
for playback of a popular movie in order to satisfy the performance requirement (or 
quality of service) of P* and w. Although the above formulation only deals with a 
single movie, the handling of multiple movies is carried out in a similar manner. 
4.2 Model Verification 
In this section, we verify our mathematical model using simulation. We first describe 
the system parameters used in this section. The arrivals of viewer requests for a popular 
movie are modeled as a Poisson process^ with a rate A. As VCR requests are usually 
of short duration, as simple cases for illustration, we use an exponential distribution 
and a skewed gamma distribution to represent the duration of the VCR functions. The 
use of skewed gamma distribution is to illustrate that our mathematical model does 
not assume any particular distribution. 
The rates of fast forward and rewind, RpF and Rnw, are three times that of 
normal playback, Rps- The movie length 1 is equal to 120 minutes. In the first three 
experiments, we simulate the system with two types of requests, normal playback and 
one of the VCR functions, namely, either fast forward with viewing (FF), or rewind 
with viewing (RW), or pause (PAU). In the last two experiments, the requests can be 
of type normal playback or any of the three VCR functions, where the probability of 
a request for a VCR function r is equal to P^, and r can be FF, RW, or PAU. In these 
experiments we vary both the arrival rate of requests and the mix of FF, RW, and 
PAU. Furthermore, in each experiment, we vary the maximum waiting time, w. 
The probability of a hit is plotted as a function of the number of partitions, n, 
where each curve corresponds to a specific value of the maximum waiting time, w. 
The results obtained from our mathematical model and from simulations are plotted in 
Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(c). These figures illustrate both the theoretical and the simulation 
results, where the only type of a VCR request issued is either FF, RW, and PAU, 
respectively. A mix of all three VCR requests plus requests for normal display is 
shown in Figure 4.5d and 4.6. 
These figures illustrate that the theoretical results match closely with the simulation 
^The rationale for using a Poisson process was given in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.5: Simulation and theoretical results for normal playback and (a) only fast-
forward VCR requests (b) only rewind VCR requests (c) only pause VCR requests (d) 
all kinds of VCR requests with PpF = 0 . 2 , P w 二 0.2 and PpAU = 0.6. Interarrival 
times are exponential and l /A 二 2 minutes; duration of VCR requests is drawn from 
a skewed gamma distribution with a mean 二 8 minutes {a — 2, 7 = 4). 
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Figure 4.6: Simulation and theoretical results for requests drawn from an exponential 
distribution with mean 二 5 minutes, and P_pF = 0 . 4 , P w 二 0.3 and PpAU 二 0.3. 
Poisson arrival l /A = 1 minute 
results, which verify our mathematical model. The minor disagreement between the 
simulation and the theoretical results can be explained as follows. Firstly, we have 
assumed a uniformness ofviewers within a single partition in deriving our mathematical 
model. However, in a real system, viewers who arrive after the closing of the viewer 
enrollment window (refer to Figure 2.3) will all become the first viewer (i.e., a type 
1 viewer) when the movie restarts. Secondly, the hit probability in our mathematical 
model is calculated by considering the viewer at all positions in the movie, and a hit at 
a particular partition is treated as catching up with either a viewer at position Vf or at 
position Vj. A discrepancy occurs when a viewer is at a boundary position, namely, the 
0认 minute of the movie. In a real system, if that viewer issues a PAU or RW request 
at that position, then the probability of a hit upon resume will depend on whether 
the enrollment window is still open. But in our model we assume that a miss occurs 
in this case. This explains why our model underestimates the probability of a hit for 
the RW and PAU cases (refer to Figures 4.5(b) & (c)). The final discrepancy occurs 
when viewers arrive after the closing of the enrollment window but before the restart 
of the movie. The position of all these viewers corresponds to the leading position of 
a partition. When one of these viewers initiates a FF request, our model will over-
estimate the hit probability due to the uniformness assumption. Similarly, if one of 
these viewers issues a RW or PAU, our model will under-estimate the hit probability. 
Chapter 5 
Resource Allocation for V C R 
mode 
In this chapter, we present the calculation of resources needed to handle V C R requests 
so as to satisfy the performance level defined by Equations (3.7) - (3.9). As mentioned 
in section 3.3, the additional I /O resources will be calculated by using an M/M/m 
queuing model. Notice that p is defined by ^ and it denotes the fraction of time 
the reserved I /O resources are busy. Therefore we aim to decrease the value oip. This 
can be achieved by the minimization of /x^ only: K is out of our control because the 
behavior of the users in issuing VCR requests is inherently unpredictable; maximizing 
m is not favorable as well because it simply means more I /O resources are needed. 
With reference to Equation (3.3)，|J,y comprises two components. The first com-
ponent cannot be minimized because it denotes the mean time a viewer will spend in 
the fast forward, rewind or pause function whenever he issues a VCR request, which 
depends solely on users' behavior. For the second component, it denotes the expected 
time a viewer spends in holding onto the additional resources for normal playback 
before he can join back to the partitions, if normal playback is expected to resume 
immediately. Notice that this amount of time greatly depends on how the system han-
dles the fallen out viewers. So in devising methods on how to handle VCR requests, 
we aim to implement a method which minimizes the value of fXhold. In the remaining 
chapter, we will present two schemes in handling VCR requests, both of which will 
ensure that the resumption to normal playback from VCR requests without any delay, 
and show the derivations of the corresponding values of fJ,hold-
15 
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5.1 Scheme 1: No merging 
In this scheme, if a viewer cannot resume at any of the existing partitions after a VCR 
request, i.e. resume with a miss, the system will not do anything to facilitate the 
release of resources. In other words, for these viewers to resume to normal playback 
without any delay, they will continue utilizing the VCR resources for normal playback 
after they resume, until they finish viewing the movie. For example, if the viewer 
resumes with a miss at the 力认 minute of a movie of length /，the viewer has to hold 
on to the resource for (/ - t) minutes. Based on the assumption that each point of the 
movie has equal probability to be the point of resume, we obtain the value of fJ^ hold by 
calculating the expected time to hold on to the VCR resource when the viewer resumes 
with a miss. Thus, we have fjihold = ^ and this value also serves as an upper bound for 
f^hold-
5.2 Scheme 2: Merging by adaptive piggybacking and 
buffering 
In this scheme, we aim to reduce the value of fj^ hoid by applying the techniques of 
adaptive piggybacking and buffering. The adaptive piggybacking method [GLM96 
allows different viewers to have different displaying speeds so that eventually, the 
viewers can catch up with each other for a merge. Therefore, by using this technique, 
we will alter the display rate of the fallen out viewer such that he can eventually be 
merged with either the partition ahead or behind. In particular, the viewer will either 
slow down to enable a catch-up by the partition behind or speed up to catch up with 
the partition ahead, depending on which partition he is closer to. In this way, the 
chance of releasing the allocated VCR resources before the viewer finishes the movie 
can be increased, thereby decreasing the value of jihold-
Figure 5.1 illustrates two scenarios that the viewer resuming with a miss at position 
Vc of the movie will consume the movie frames at rates with altering speed as compared 
to the normal playback viewers in the partitions. As before, the rate of consumption of 
movie frames for normal playback is denoted as Rps- Figure 5.1a shows that the fallen 
out viewer will speed up the consumption of the movie frames at a rate of (1 + f)RpB 
in order to catch up with the last possible viewer at position Vi in the partition ahead. 
Figure 5.1b shows that the viewer will be consuming the movie frames at a slower rate 
of (1 - f ) R p B in order to enable a catch-up by the first possible viewer at position 
Vf in the partition behind. Therefore, in each case, the movie time elapsed, Ct, so as 
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Figure 5.1: Scenarios illustrating the catch-up by adaptive piggybacking when the 
viewer resumes with a miss 
to allow for a join at either of the partitions by using adaptive piggybacking is j A , 
where A is the initial distance between K and the target viewer (either at position Vf 
in the partition behind or at position Vi in the partition ahead). Since the calculation 
of jj^ hold depends on different values of Ct for viewers resuming at different positions of 
the movie, so it will be favorable if we can further reduce this quantity. 
In addition to adaptive piggybacking, we can also make use of the buffering tech-
nique to decrease the catch-up time. The motivation behind is that for viewers re-
suming with a miss very near to the ends of the partitions, their catch-up time can 
be reduced by using bridging to merge them with the partitions. After the merge, the 
allocated I /O stream can be released because the partition and the additional buffer 
will now be treated as one extended partition. The buffer used for bridging can be 
gradually released by also applying adaptive piggybacking until the viewer can really 
join in the partition. Besides, for viewers resuming with a miss far from the ends of the 
partitions, they can perform adaptive piggybacking until they are close enough to the 
partition for applying the same technique to perform a merge before the actual joining. 
In this way, the catch-up time, or Ct, can be further reduced. It is anticipated that 
by using buffering, the allocated I /O streams can be released as soon as possible upon 
resume, thereby enhancing the availability of the VCR I/O streams for other VCR 
requests. The use of buffering and adaptive piggybacking techniques is accomplished 
in the following way. 
We define a threshold, k minutes, within which ahead or behind a partition will 
cause the use of buffering to enable a merge with the partition. Besides, adaptive 
piggybacking will be used simultaneously to further facilitate the joining of the parti-
tion. Therefore we divide the handling of VCR requests into two cases, namely resume 
within the threshold and resume beyond the threshold. 
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5.2.1 Resuming within the threshold (A < k) 
When the viewer resumes with a miss at a position which is within the threshold of k 
minutes ahead or behind the partition, we will use A minutes of buffer in merging the 
viewer with the existing partitions. Since the viewer is now consuming movie frames 
not yet fetched into the buffer (resume within k minutes ahead of the partition) or have 
been>already replaced (resume within k minutes behind a partition), an I /O stream 
has to be consumed temporarily, until the partition and the additional buffer can be 
merged together as a single extended partition. At this point, the merge is said to be 
completed and the I /O stream allocated to the viewer can be released. Meanwhile, 
adaptive piggybacking will also be performed to enable the viewer to continue the 
catch-up with the partitions and release the buffer gradually. 
If the viewer resumes at a point R that is A minutes in front of a partition, he 
will continue to use the allocated I/O stream to fetch the movie frames, which will be 
retained in the additional buffer. The maximum size of the additional buffer is given 
by A minutes because the first viewer in the partition behind takes A minutes to reach 
point R. In other words, the time taken for this viewer to release the allocated I /O 
stream is also A minutes. Similarly, the maximum size of bufFer and the time needed to 
enable a merge for a viewer resuming behind a partition is given by A / ( 1 + / ) minutes 
as the viewer is adopting a slightly faster rate with respect to the normal playback 
rate. 
Given a viewer at position K of the movie, the average time to release the I /O 
stream for resuming ahead and behind the partition is given by /^=o ^ ^ and 
n 
f^^^ j f j C T respectively, where ^ is the length of the gap between partitions. 
Therefore,\o calculate the average time to release the I /O stream, we further un-
conditioning K by taking the probability of resuming at any position of the movie to 
be equal to j . Here we separate the calculation into two cases. The first of which is 
when the viewer resumes at a position with a distance of A behind the partition, that 
is, this viewer will catch up with Vi in the partition ahead. Therefore, the average 
catch-up time is given by: 
� & 輪 [ / : : ， + 7 > 風 （5.1) 
Z , £ — Vc “ 
+ f I 2 AdAdVc 
Jvc=l-{j^+k) JA=0 _ 
The first term corresponds to the average time to catch up with the partition ahead 
when resuming at any position of the movie from 0认 position to (/ - { j ^ + k)Y^ 
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position in the movie. The second term is for handling the boundary case of resuming 
at any position within the range of (/ - { j ^ + k)Y^ position to the end of the movie. 
Therefore the distance of the resuming viewer from the partition ahead only ranges 
from 0 to ( ^ ^ ) minutes if he is to catch up with the partition ahead before the movie 
ends. 
The second case is when the viewer resumes at a position of distance A ahead of 
the partition. This viewer will slow down the consumption to enable a catch-up by Vf 
in the partition behind. The average time to release the I /O stream is calculated in a 
similar manner and is given by: 
^ 1 �W—A; />fc H rl-Vc 
T,,= ( ^ ) d ) / / AdAdVa+ / / ^dAdV, 5.2 
狄 h - B ) h ) Jvc=o JA=o Jvc=i-kJ^=o _ 
5.2.2 Resuming beyond the threshold (A > k) 
When the viewer resumes at a position with a distance greater than k minutes from the 
partitions, the viewer will perform adaptive piggybacking until the distance reduces to 
k minutes. At this point, it is handled as in previous case. For resuming at a position 
beyond the threshold, we consider the average time for releasing the I /O stream by 
the following three cases. 
1. Case 1 Catch up with Vi in the partition ahead 
The viewer resuming at position Vc of the movie will speed up the consumption 
^^ jy|..?..7V".i 
RpB ； ！ additional buffer 
XT ‘ ‘ for VCR requests V c 
( l + f ) R p B ， . . _ _ _ 。 , ; 
^ 1.'.-.'.-.'.'.'.'.'/.'.'.'.-.'.-.-.'.- . * I partition 
； ‘ ahead [[ *-
^ A^ ‘ ~~k~~ 
Figure 5.2: speed up to catch up with Vi in the partition ahead until distance become 
k 
of movie frames at a rate of (1 + f )RpB to catch up with the last viewer in 
the partition ahead. The time elapsed before a merge can be accomplished is 
i ( A - A ; ) , which is the time needed to decrease the distance ofthe viewer from the 
partition to k minutes. At this point, j | j more minutes are needed for the merge 
to complete. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Therefore the total time, 
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Ct, needed to release the VCR I/O stream is given by j ( A - k) + j^. However, 
Ct must not be greater than the time for Vi to finish the movie, otherwise, it 
simply means that the viewer cannot release the allocated VCR resource before 
finishing the movie. In other words, Ct must not be greater than {l - V )^. In this 
case, the following inequality must be satisfied: 
^{A-k) + j ^ < l-(Vc + A) 
> 八 < ^ 普 7 ^ ) 二 1 1 (5.3) 
_ 7 + 1 
2. Case 2 Catch up with Vj in the partition behind 
The viewer resuming at position Vc of the movie will slow down the consumption 
V f I ！ additional buffer RpB 二“二二 
> for VCR requests 
Vc 
:,,.,,,,,,,,,,....: •> 
partition I (l-f)RpB 
behind ‘ ,, 
I ； I ^ 
k ‘ ‘ A -k “ 
Figure 5.3: slow down to enable a catch-up by V/ in the partition behind until 
distance become k 
of movie frames at a rate of (1 - f)RpB to facilitate the catch-up by the first 
viewer, V/, in the partition behind, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Using the same 
calculation as the above case, we can see that the time elapsed before a merge 
can be accomplished must not be greater than the time for Vf to finish the movie, 
i.e. 
y{A-k) + k<l-{Vc-A) 
J 
However, if the time taken to merge with the partition behind is greater than 
that taken to finish the movie by K , we cannot benefit in performing adaptive 
piggybacking. Therefore, the following inequality has to be satisfied instead: 
j{A-k) + k < l-Vc 
which gives A < [l-Vc-k(l-j)]f = L2 (5.4) 
3. Case 3 Cannot catch up with either partitions 
In this case, viewer Vc cannot perform a merge before he finishes the movie. The 
time elapsed before the I /O resources can be released is given by 1 - Vc. 
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The average time to release the resources, given that the viewer is at position V； of 
the movie, is calculated by Equation (5.5). The first term below calculates the average 
time a viewer takes to catch up with the partition ahead while the second term below 
calculates the average time a viewer takes to enable a catch-up by the first possible 
viewer in partition behind. ki denotes the largest distance from Vi in the partition 
ahead where a catch-up to the partition ahead can be accomplished before the end 
of the movie, k2 denotes the largest distance from Vj in the partition behind where 
a catch-up from behind is still possible. The last term corresponds to the average 
time spent to release the I /O when a viewer cannot perform adaptive piggybacking to 
enable a catch-up with either of the partitions. 
/ : : j } ( A - * ) + r > f ) + / : : [ K _ ] ( f ) + (5.5) 
LzB_j, j, 
{ l - V . ) [ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ) 
n 
To find the average time to release the resources at any position of the movie, we 
uncondition Vc in three cases as stated above, which corresponds to the three terms as 
defined in Equation (5.5). The range of K is determined by the range of A . When the 
viewer resumes at a distance of ^ from either of the partitions, i.e., half way between 
two partitions, it takes the same amount of time for him to join in the partition ahead 
or behind. In each of the three cases, we find out the range of V； by equating the 
i n e q u a l i t y :结 < A for cases 1 and 2 using Equations (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. 
1 1 1 _ B 
For case 1 : Vc < 1 - Hj^j^^) " i j + ^ ) ( " ^ ^ =^  ^ ^ (5.6) 
1 1 1 B 
For case 2 : Vc < 1 - k(l - - ) - ( j ) ( - ^ ) = ^2 (5.了) 
We will now consider the unconditioning of Vc in Equation (5.5) term by term. 
1. C a s e 1 
For Vc < 7]i, that means when the viewer resumes at the maximum distance of 
tzR from the end of the partition, a merge to the partition ahead can still be 
2n • 
accomplished before the end of the movie. However, for V； > m, the maximum 
distance from the end of the partition is given by Equation (5.3) instead. Thus 
the equation follows. 
Ti - ( - ^ ) ( - ) r /^[i(A - k) + ~ ^ ] dAdVc 
i i — (z — B � ） j v c = . o J A = k ^ r ) i + /J 
+ 广 ( 击 + ” 广 [ > - 如 & ] 編 — （5.8) 
Jr)l JA=k J 丄十 J . 
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2. Case 2 
The equation given below is derived by the same manner as in case 1 with 
reference to Equation (5.4) and range of V； defined in Equation (5.7). 
P 1 一召 
T 2 = ( ^ ) ( y ) r f ^ [ j { A - k ) + k] dAdVc 
1 - B 1 Jvc=0 JA=k J 
+ [ " 广 [ i ( A 一 約 + 刮 dAdVc (5.9) 
‘ JVc=V2 J^=k f . 
3. Case 3 
The following Equation is calculated with respect to Equations (5.1),(5.2), (5.8) 
and (5.9). Making use of the upper bound of A in each equation and uncondition 
the corresponding values of K , the average time to release the I /O stream when 
adaptive piggybacking cannot be performed to facilitate the joining of partitions 
is given by the following equation. 
- 3 = ( r ^ ) ( M £ ” i ( ' - H ( ¥ — ^ ^ “ ） ^ c 
r^-ij^+k) / _ B 
+ / i+' {l-Vc)C^-L,-L2) dVc 
Jvc=m ^ 
fi-k , ,J-B l-Vc ^ � 力 ， 
+ / {l-Vc){ L2) dVc 
Jvc=i-ij^+ky n 2 
+ 广 (/ _ y c ) ( ^ - (/ - y c ) - ^ ^ ) dVc (5.10) 
Jvc=i-k n 2 . 
The average time to release the I /O stream for case 3 is given by Equation (5.10). 
The first two terms are derived with reference to Equations (5.8) and (5.9), the last 
two terms are derived with reference to the second term in Equation (5.1) and (5.2). 
Therefore, the average time to release the I /O stream in this scheme, fihold, is given 
by the following equation. 
f^hoid = T i , + T2k + Ti + T2 + T3 (5.11) 
5.3 Verification 
In the previous section, we have derived the equations for calculating the value of ^hold 
for scheme 2. These equations help to calculate the overall time the viewers will hold 
on to the VCR resources before they can join back to the partitions. In this section, 
we will verify our derivation using simulation. 
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— 1 (mins) to (mins) P* B (mins) n fJiycR (mins) 
Movie 1 6 0 一 0.5 0.5 30 60 “ 5 一 
~ M o Y { ^ 90 0.25 0.5 44.5 182 2 一 
Table 5.1: Parameters of the two popular movies for simulation 
We carry out our simulation using two popular movies 1 and 2，with lengths 60 
and 90 minutes, and the maximum time that the viewers can wait for the start of the 
movies are 0.5 and 0.25 minute respectively. The duration of VCR requests of movie 
1 and 2 are drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean equal to 5 minutes 
and 2 minutes respectively. Let the performance requirement of P* of each movie be 
equal to 0.5. We apply our the mathematical model to calculate the amount of buffer 
and I /O resources for normal playback and they are summarized in Table 5.1. 
The arrival rate of viewers into system,入,is 15/mm and the simulation is run 
for 50,000 viewers. The average time where the fallen out viewers hold on to the 
allocated VCR resources {fJ^ hoid) is calculated for different values of threshold value, 
k. The respective values of |j,hold obtained by simulation and our derivation of both 
movies are plotted in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: Simulation and calculated results of fJihold for different values ofthreshold, 
k 
From Figure 5.4, we can see that the calculated values of fJihold match closely with 
the simulation results, which verify our derivation. Yet the values of f^ hold obtained 
from simulation are smaller than that calculated, which can be explained as follows. 
In our derivation, we try to calculate the time taken for the viewers to join back 
the existing partitions. However, in the simulation, there exist also other fallen out 
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viewers trying to piggyback to the existing partitions, and they may have already 
formed an extended partition. These extended partitions reduce the time for the other 
fallen out viewers to join back the partition, which explains why our derivation slightly 
overestimates the values of (j^ hold as compared with the simulated values. 
Chapter 6 
Applications to System sizing 
In this chapter, we illustrate how we apply the mathematical model described in sec-
tion 4 and the M/M/m queue to making system sizing decisions. In determining 
the amount of resources required for a VOD system, we divide the system resources 
into two categories. The first category of resources is for handling normal playback, 
and is calculated by applying the mathematical model while the second category of 
resources is for serving VCR requests, and is modeled by an M/M/m queue. As men-
tioned before, the provision of VCR functions will inevitably increase system resource 
requirement, especially in a system using data sharing techniques like batching and 
buffering because viewers may fall out of a batch upon resume. Therefore, in managing 
system resources in a VOD system, our goal is to optimize the performance of a VOD 
system by reducing the usage of system resources while providing an acceptable level 
of QoS to the viewers. In other words, our goal is to design a cost-effective system, 
such that the overall cost of resources, including resources for normal playback as well 
as servicing VCR requests, can be reduced. We measure the system cost in terms of 
the amount of buffer space and I /O streams needed to ensure a level of performance. 
Thus, the overall cost of resources includes the costs for memory buffers per minute of 
a movie and one I /O stream, expressed as Ch and Cn respectively. 
Although the two categories of resources serve different purposes, the resources 
allocated for normal playback will directly affect the amount of resources required for 
handling VCR requests, while the amount of resources for servicing VCR requests will 
afFect the QoS. Thus in calculating the system resources required for normal playback, 
we also consider the behavior of viewers in issuing VCR requests. This is achieved by 
ensuring a probability of hit, P*: whenever a, viewer resumes from a VCR request, we 
can ensure that the VCR resources will not be consumed for normal playback with 
a probability of greater than (1 — P*). Therefore, if we can design our system such 
15 
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that the probability of hit upon resume from a VCR request is high, then the amount 
of resources which need to be reserved for serving VCR functions can be reduced. If 
the probability of hit is very small, it is unlikely that the viewer can release the I /O 
stream upon resume until he finishes viewing the whole movie. On the other hand, a 
high probability of hit would ensure the release of I /O resources upon resume, which 
will avoid the exhaustion of reserved resources for servicing VCR requests. In other 
words, if there is no chance of releasing I/O resources back to the system pool, each 
VCR request will consume one I/O resource until the viewer finishes the movie. Then 
more VCR requests simply imply more resources will be held by the viewers until 
they finish watching the movie. These resources can be used to service future VCR 
requests or requests for normal playback of non-popular movies. However, to ensure 
a high probability of hit requires more resources to be reserved for normal playback, 
which also implies a higher cost. Therefore, it is very important to determine the 
optimal probability of hit which will yield a system with the lowest overall cost. In 
the remaining chapter, we will show how to determine the cost of resources for normal 
playback and that for servicing VCR requests respectively. 
6.1 Cost of Resources for Normal Playback 
For a movie of length 1 and a given maximum waiting time, w, we can calculate the 
amount of resources needed for normal playback as follows. Using our mathematical 
model, we calculate the corresponding hit probability for each possible number of I /O 
streams needed for normal playback, n (where n = 1,2,…；^). The respective buffer 
size, B, for each n can be obtained by Equation (4.2). We can then determine the 
cost of resources for normal playback, CpB, for each {B,n) pair, by the equation, 
Cb B + Cn n, which on rearranging gives: 
CpB 二 0“(^5 + 71) 
where o? = ^ and can be viewed as a price ratio of one minute of memory buffer to 
“ ^n 
one I /O stream. 
For each possible {B,n) pair, there is a corresponding probability of hit, P*, and 
cost, CpB. We express each possible configuration of resources for normal playback as 
a PB_tuple, which is in the form of (B, n, F*, Cps) . 
Example 1 If we have a movie of length 60 minutes, and the maximum time a viewer 
is willing to wait before a movie starts is 30 seconds. Assume that the time the viewers 
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spend in VCR functions follows an exponential distribution with mean equal to 1 minute 
of movie time. By applying our mathematical model, the respective probability of hit 
is plotted in Figure 6.1a. We further assume that a 2G-SCSI disk costs around $700 
and that its transfer rate is 5 MB/sec. The data rate of an MPEG-2 is assumed to be 
4 Mbps, and the cost of 1 MB of main memory is assumed to be $24- We calculate Ch 
and Cn cbs follows. 
> C 6 = 5 5 i l | ^ % $ 2 4 = $720 
_ usmo —浏 
几-5M Bytes/sec^8/4Mbps 
Given the above equations, we can see that the amount of buffer space required to store 
1 minute of an MPEG-2 movie is approximately 10 times as expensive as one I/O 
stream, i.e., ip ^ 10. The cost for normal playback is plotted in Figure 6.1h. 
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Figure 6.1: calculating the resources for normal playback 
From Figure 6.1a, we can see that decreasing the number of partitions will increase 
the probability ofhit. More buffer space is utilized to substitute the saved I /O streams, 
which means that a larger portion of the movie will reside in the buffer space thereby 
increasing the probability of hit. However, we can see that the cost of resources for 
normal playback also increases with the probability of hit from Figure 6.1b. So, it 
may seem that adopting a lower probability of hit will yield a lower system cost. We 
will show, by the next example, that this is not true because we are trying to reduce 
the overall system cost. In determining how much resources need to be allocated for 
normal playback, we have to consider the overall system cost to obtain the optimal 
P*. 
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6.2 Cost of Resources for VCR functions 
As mentioned in section 3.3, the provision of VCR functionality should ensure the 
satisfaction of a certain performance level, given by Equations (3.7) - (3.9). Therefore 
in determining the amount of resources needed for servicing VCR requests, we have 
to define the performance level first. The amount of resources required will also be 
afFeoted by the arrival rate of VCR requests,入們 and mean service time of VCR request, 
/_^ respectively. Yet from Equation (3.3), ^y also depends on the average time a viewer 
spends in doing VCR functions, /xycH, and the probability of hit. All these variants 
will result in different amount of memory buffers, By, and I /O streams, m, needed 
to service VCR requests. Therefore as in the normal playback case, we express each 
possible configuration of resources for servicing VCR requests as a VCR-tuple, which 
is in the form of (B^ m,入仍 fJ^vcR, 1 — P*,C^) where Cy is the cost for the resources 
needed for servicing VCR requests. 
Example 2 Consider the system in Example 1’ The system will make use of adaptive 
piggybacking [GLM96] only to facilitate the fallen out viewers to join in the partitions 
again. In other words, we will adopt Scheme 2 but the threshold value, k is set to 0, 
We assume that the average waiting time for a viewer's VCR request to be serviced 
does not exceed 3 seconds, i.e. the average time a viewer has to wait for the display 
of the VCR-version of the movie (in case of FF/RW) after he issues the VCR request 
is 3 seconds. This performance level is chosen because the waiting time is a measure 
that is noticeable to the viewers as compared to the queue length and probability of 
waiting. The arrival rate of VCR requests,入” is assumed to be 200/min. For a movie 
of 60 minutes, the expected number of viewers in the system is 900. Therefore, each 
viewer will on average issue a VCR request every 4.5 min, and this is considered a very 
high VCR rate. But we will show later in this chapter the effect of altering different 
VCR arrival rates. Figure 6.2 shows the relationship between the cost of resources for 
servicing VCR requests and the probability of hit. 
From Figure 6.2, we can see that the cost of resources decreases with the increase of 
probability ofhit, which is the opposite compared with Figure 6.1b. A lower probability 
of hit will increase the average time a viewer spends in holding on to the additional 
resources, which implies more resources are needed to be reserved for servicing VCR 
requests. Therefore, in making system sizing decisions, we have to consider both the 
cost of resources for normal playback and that for servicing VCR requests, i.e. the 
overall system cost, before we can determine how much resources are to be allocated 
for normal playback and for servicing VCR requests. 
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Figure 6.2: cost of resources for servicing VCR requests 
6.3 Overall system cost 
The overall system cost is calculated by summing up the cost of resources for normal 
playback and that for servicing VCR requests. In this section, we present how to 
determine the optimal system configuration by considering the overall system cost. The 
overall system cost for a system using Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 is compared. Besides, 
we will also show that our proposed mathematical model, together with Scheme 2 
adopted for servicing VCR requests, will yield a lower cost compared with systems 
using pure I /O and pure buffer. Lastly we present how to choose the right value of hit 
probability, P*, and threshold, k. 
Assume that we want to determine the amount of system resources to be allocated 
for a single movie, we have to calculate the overall system cost in the following way: 
Step 1: Generate all the PB-tuples by finding all the possible configurations for nor-
mal playback by applying our mathematical model presented in Chapter 4 and 
calculate the respective hit probabilities and cost. 
Step 2: Obtain (Jbhold for each ofthe configurations generated in step 1 using Equation 
(5.11). With reference to the hit probability in each PB-tuple obtained in Step 
1, we can obtain the corresponding |j,y by Equation (3.3). We can then find out 
a corresponding VCR-tuple by applying an M/M/m queue. 
Step 3: For each pair of PB-tuple and VCR-tuple, we obtain the overall system cost, 
C, by summing up CpB in the PB-tuple and Cy in the VCR-tuple. 
Step 4: The optimal choice of system resources allocation is given by the tuple pair 
with the lowest cost. 
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Example 3 Consider the system in Example 1 and 2. The total cost of the system 
is plotted against the number of I/O streams needed for normal playback and is shown 
in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Total cost of system 
In this figure we can see that the overall cost of the system decreases initially for 
smaller number of I /O streams, and increases towards larger number of I /O streams. 
The system yields the lowest cost when the number of I /O streams for normal playback 
lies within the range of 20 — 30. With reference to Figure 6.1a, the probability of hit 
lies approximately within the range of 0.75 - 0.85. To illustrate the respective amount 
of I /O streams and buffer needed for normal playback and VCR control, we further 
plot out these amounts against the number of I /O streams used in normal playback 
in Figure 6.4. From Figure 6.4a, the amount of buffer space needed falls within the 
range from 44.5 min to 49.5 min, and from Figure 6.4b，the number of I /O streams 
needed falls within the range of 280 — 330. 
This example shows that when determining the right amount of resources to be 
allocated for normal playback, we should also consider the cost of resources for VCR 
requests. The allocation of corresponding resources should yield a system with the 
lowest cost while satisfying a predefined performance level. 
6.4 Comparison 
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our system by running several 
experiments to determine the overall system cost. Firstly, we incorporate Scheme 1 
and Scheme 2 respectively into our normal playback model respectively, and their 
total system cost is plotted against different arrival rates of VCR requests, while other 
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Figure 6.4: break down of respective amount of resources needed in servicing normal 
playback and VCR requests 
parameters remain the same as those described in the previous examples. Secondly, 
we examine two other systems, namely a system using I /O streams only for normal 
playback (refer as pure I/O hereafter) and a system using buffer space only for normal 
playback (refer as pure buffer hereafter). These are the two extreme cases where only 
I /O streams or memory buffer is used for normal playback. We aim to show that a 
balance between I /O streams and memory buffer will yield a system with a lower cost. 
6.4.1 Scheme 1 vs. Scheme 2 
Experiment 1 In this experiment, we determine the overall system cost of each scheme 
for different arrival rates of VCR requests, ranging from very low arrival rates to 
very high arrival rates. We assume that the arrival rate of normal playhack request is 
15/min, so that the expected number of viewers in the system is given by 15 X 60 = 900. 
We plot out the overall system cost of each scheme against the number of 1/0 streams 
needed for normal playhack with the VCR arrival rates as 15/min, 100/min, 200/min 
and 400/mm in Figure 6.5a, b, c, d respectively. 
From the figures, we can see that different arrival rates will yield a system with the 
lowest cost occurring at different positions on the cost curve. For Scheme 1, except for 
very low VCR arrival rates, the minimum cost is always located at the smallest value of 
I /O stream, that is, with the largest amount of buffer space for normal playback. This 
can be explained as follows. Recall that ^hoid for Scheme 1 is |, which is 30 minutes 
in this case. That is to say, if the mean time for a fallen out viewer to hold on to the 
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Figure 6.5: Total cost of system for Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 for different VCR arrival 
rates 
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additionally allocated resource is large, more resources need to be reserved for servicing 
VCR requests and handling the fallen out viewers. This amount of resources becomes 
so large that it is more beneficial to allocate more buffer space for normal playback, 
such that the probability of hit can be increased. By increasing the probability of hit, 
the mean time a viewer spends in utilizing the additional resources can be reduced, and 
we can make sure that the reserved resources are used for servicing VCR requests rather 
than, servicing the normal playback of the fallen out viewers. The same reason applies 
to Scheme 2 when the VCR arrival rate is very high. On the contrary, for low VCR 
arrival rates in Scheme 2, the lowest cost is located at the largest value of I /O stream, 
that is, when the least amount of bufFer space is used for normal playback. Low arrival 
rate of VCR requests means not many viewers will be issuing VCR requests. Even if 
the viewers fall out of a partition upon resume, Scheme 2 can ensure the viewers to join 
back the partition to release the allocated resource at a very short time. Therefore, 
only a small amount of resources is needed for servicing VCR requests and handling 
the fallen out viewers. In this case, using a large amount of buffer space for normal 
playback to ensure a larger probability of hit is not beneficial. 
When we compare Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, we can see that Scheme 2 always 
outperforms Scheme 1 in the sense that the minimum cost for the system of Scheme 2 
is much more smaller than that of Scheme 1. To further demonstrate the effectiveness 
of Scheme 2, we plot out the percentage save in the total system cost by using Scheme 
2 compared with Scheme 1. The percentage save by Scheme 2 for different arrival 
rates, as shown in Figure 6.6 is calculated by comparing the minimum overall cost in 
each ofthe two schemes, with reference to Scheme 1. The percentage saved by Scheme 
2 compared to Scheme 1 ranges approximately from 13% to as high as 70%. 
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Figure 6.6: percentage save by Scheme 2 over Scheme 1 in system cost 
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6.4 .2 Scheme 2 vs. pure I / O 8z pure buffer 
In this section, we will compare the performance of our system with that of a system 
using pure I /O or pure buffer for normal playback. These two systems are briefly 
described below. 
• Pure I / O method 
In this method, every viewer initiating a normal playback request of the movie 
is allocated an individual I/O stream. Therefore if the arrival rate for normal 
playback is A, the expected number of I /O streams needed, n, is equal to the 
expected number of viewers in the system, i.e., >d. For the provision of VCR 
functionality, we separate into two cases because how the VCR-version of the 
movie is displayed to the viewers is implementation-dependent. 
-VCR arrival rate dependent 
When a viewer issues a VCR request of fast-forward or rewind, the viewer 
has to switch to consume the reserved VCR I/O resources instead of us-
ing the normal playback I/O resource to display the VCR-version of the 
movie (phase 1). In this case, we assume that there is a VCR-version ofthe 
movie stored in the disk and a switch to another I /O stream is necessary. 
Switching to another I/O stream has the advantage that the I /O scheduling 
is simplified, where we can use common scheduling routine to service nor-
mal playback and VCR control. When the viewer resumes from the VCR 
request, he can always switch back to the individual normal playback I /O 
stream dedicated to him to continue watching the movie. In other words, 
the dedicated resources reserved for handling VCR requests can be released 
immediately, resulting in J^ihoid = 0. In this case, with reference to Equation 
(3.3), we have ^^ = jJiycR- The total number of I /O streams needed is 
equal to AZ + m, where m is obtained by applying the M/M/m model. The 
total cost of the system is calculated by summing up the cost of the total 
number of I /O streams needed� 
—VCR arrival rate independent 
We assume that the allocated I/O stream for normal playback can be used 
to read the VCR-version of the movie e.g. by reading selected frames from 
the disk. The advantage of which is that less storage is required because 
we need not store the VCR-version of the movie in the disk. Besides, each 
iWe assume that the I/O streams for normal playback and VCR control are of the same cost 
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viewer makes use of his own I/O stream for both normal playback and 
VCR control. However, such implementation will increase the scheduling 
complexity in servicing VCR requests, because the reading of frames need 
to be re-scheduled so as to read the required selected frames from the disk. 
In addition, the selection of frames requires significant additional system 
resources as the individual frames have to be indexed to facilitate selective 
. retrieval. The total number of I /O streams needed is equal to A/ only and 
is independent of the VCR arrival rate. 
Note that the cost in both cases depends on the arrival rate of normal playback 
requests, A. 
• Pure buffer method 
In this method, the whole movie is put in the bufFer. Viewers join in by consuming 
the movie frames from the buffer. We assume that an infinite number of viewers 
can access the movie frames from the bufFer at the same time. Besides, as in 
pure I /O method, depending on the implementation of how to display the VCR-
version of the movie, we split into two cases: 
—VCR arrival rate dependent 
The viewer has to switch to consume the reserved VCR I/O resources to 
access the VCR-version of the movie. As in the pure I /O dependent case, it 
simplifies the scheduling problem yet increases the storage requirement for 
storing the VCR-version of the movie. Notice that by buffering the whole 
movie in the buffer, whenever the viewer resumes from the VCR request, 
the allocated I/O stream can be immediately released, also resulting in 
/^ /u>W 二 0. Therefore, we have /i^ 二 |M^cR as before. The number of I /O 
streams needed to be reserved for handling VCR requests is again obtained 
by applying the M/M/m model as in the pure I /O method, thus dependent 
on the VCR arrival rate, \ . The total cost is calculated by summing up 
the cost of buffering the whole movie and that of m additional I /O streams 
for handling VCR request. 
—VCR arrival rate independent 
The VCR-version of the movie is stored in another bufFer, from which the 
interactive viewers fetch the movie frames. In this case, they need not 
consume I/O resources for servicing their VCR requests and when they 
resume, they can always fetch the movie blocks for their normal playback 
from the original buffer. As fast forward or fast rewind can be seen as 
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displaying the movie at x times of the normal playback rate, we assume that 
the size of buffer needed to buffer the VCR-version of the movie is given 
by ^. The total cost is calculated by summing up the cost of buffering the 
whole movie and the VCR-version, i.e. 1 + ^. 
Note that the cost of buffer for normal playback is not affected by the arrival 
rate of normal playback request because of our assumption that infinite number 
of viewers can access the movie frames from the buffer. 
Experiment 2 In this experiment, we compare the overall system cost of our proposed 
system with that ofpure I/O and pure buffer. We assume that the arrival rate ofnormal 
playback requests is 15/min, thus a total of 900 I/O streams are needed for normal 
playback in pure I/O. The rate of fast-forward or rewind is assumed to be 3 times 
faster than that of normal playback The percentage save in system cost by Scheme 2 
for the case where the total cost is dependent on VCR arrival rate is plotted against 
different VCR arrival rates and is shown in Figure 6.7a, while the independent case is 
plotted in Figure 6.7h. The percentage save is calculated by the difference between the 
minimum cost of Scheme 2 and that ofpure I/O and pure buffer respectively, 
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Figure 6.7: percentage save by Scheme 2 over pure I/O and pure buffer in system 
cost 
As shown in Figure 6.7a, the cost curve decreases rapidly as the VCR arrival rate 
increases and nearly levels offfor very high VCR arrival rates. Scheme 2 outperforms 
the pure I /O method by at least approximately 21% and also as high as 83%. For 
pure buffer, Scheme 2 also has a percentage save up to 75%, although after a VCR 
arrival rate of around 220/mm, the pure buffer has a lower cost than Scheme 2, which 
is demonstrated by a negative percentage in the graph. 
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As for the independent case illustrated in Figure 6.7b, the cost curve also decreases 
rapidly at first from around 80% until the VCR arrival rate reaches around 200/mm, 
after which the decrease is slowed down. In contrast with the dependent case, both 
the pure I /O and pure buffer method perform better than Scheme 2 when the VCR 
arrival rate increases to a certain extent. The percentage becomes negative when the 
VCR arrival rate increases up to around 200/mm and 290/mm for pure buffer and 
p u r e J / 0 respectively. Besides, instead of leveling off as in the dependent case, the 
negative percentage continues to drop for very high VCR arrival rates because when 
the VCR arrival rate increases, more and more resources are needed in Scheme 2, which 
means the cost also increases. On the contrary, as the cost of pure I /O and pure buffer 
is independent of the VCR arrival rate, which implies that the cost is fixed, thereby 
resulting in the continuous decrease in the percentage save. We also plot out the same 
graphs for two more system settings, where the movie is of length 90 min and 120 mm, 
and they are shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. From these figures, we can see 
that the percentage save by Scheme 2 is even more significant as the movie length 
increases. 
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Figure 6.8: percentage save by Scheme 2 over pure I/O and pure buffer in system 
cost for a movie of length 90 min 
The percentage save by Scheme 2 is more significant at lower VCR arrival rates, 
because for systems using pure I/O or pure buffer method, the cost is dominated by the 
resources allocated for normal playback. However, as the VCR arrival rate increases, 
the requirement of VCR I/O resources becomes larger and larger, and it becomes 
dominated in the case of Scheme 2. In spite of that, we can claim that Scheme 2 
outperforms the pure I/O and pure buffer method in a VOD system. This can be 
explained as follows. Consider the movie of length 60 min and the range of VCR 
arrival rates where the percentage save by Scheme 2 is positive, i.e. at most 200/mm 
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Figure 6.9: percentage save by Scheme 2 over pure I/O and pure buffer in system 
cost for a movie of length 120 min 
and the expected number of viewers in the system is 900 in this example. That means 
approximate \ of the viewers are doing VCR functions per minute or the viewers are 
issuing VCR requests once every 4.5 minutes on average, and this is a very high VCR 
rate for viewing movies. In a VOD system, relatively less time will be spent in doing 
VCR functions as compared with normal playback, for a movie of length 60 minutes, 
the range of VCR arrival rate is far less that 200/mm. In this region, we can have a 
substantial reduction in the cost of resources by using Scheme 2. 
Besides, the percentage save against pure I/O method is more than that against 
pure buffer method, which means the cost of using pure buffer is lower than that of 
using pure I/O. This is mainly due to the fact that the cost of pure I /O method will 
depend on the arrival rate of normal playback requests whereas that of pure buffer is 
fixed for any arrival rate. As both the pure I/O and the pure buffer method require the 
same amount of VCR resources (since they have the same ^ in the dependent case), 
the main difference lies only in the cost of normal playback resources. Therefore, the 
pure I /O method will have a lower cost than the pure buffer method for smaller values 
of arrival rates. 
6.4.3 Different values of k 
In the previous experiments, we find out the overall system cost of our proposed system 
by adopting Scheme 2 with k 二 0, that is, we only make use of adaptive piggybacking 
to facilitate the viewers to join the partitions. However, as mentioned before, the use 
of additional buffer can further facilitate the fallen out viewers to join back to the 
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partitions. In this experiment, we plot out the overall system cost against different 
values of k for different VCR arrival rates in Figure 6.10. For different values of k, we 
find out their corresponding values of fJ^ hoid, and calculate the lowest cost of supporting 
such a system. We plot out the total cost of the system with different values of k by 
varying the VCR arrival rate. 
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Figure 6.10: The total system cost for different values of k 
In this figure, we can see that the minimum point of the cost curve occurs at 
different values of k for different values of VCR arrival rates. For smaller VCR arrival 
rates, the minimum cost occurs at the smallest k. When VCR arrival rate increases, the 
minimum cost shifts to larger values of k. For large VCR arrival rates, the minimum 
cost occurs at the largest k. This means that the use of more buffer space is beneficial 
when the VCR arrival rate is high. The use of buffer space has reduced the time for 
the viewers to join back the partitions, which implies fewer I/O streams are needed 
for servicing VCR requests. For a system with very high VCR arrival rates, we can 
anticipate that a large amount of I /O streams are needed for handling VCR requests. 
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Although the use of additional buffer space will impose more cost on the VCR resources, 
this cost can be compensated by the reduction in I/O streams. This reduction becomes 
very significant when the VCR arrival rate is high. On the other hand, if the VCR 
arrival rate is small, only a small amount of additional I /O streams are needed. The 
use of additional buffer space cannot be compensated by the cost of the 1 /0 streams 
saved. Therefore, for systems with small VCR arrival rates, using only I /O streams 
for 3ervicing VCR requests can yield a lower cost. 
6.4 .4 Different values of 99 
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Figure 6.11: Overall system cost vs number of I /O streams for different values of ip 
In the previous experiments, we have assumed that the cost of memory buffer 
per minute is approximately 10 times that of one I/O stream. However, in future 
technology, where cost of memory may decrease faster than that of I /O bandwidth, 
the minimum cost will occur at some other positions on the cost curve, as illustrated 
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in Figure 6.11. In this experiment, we vary Lp as 3, 8,10 and 11. Figures 6.11(a) and 
6.11(b) illustrate the situation where the cost of the memory decreases faster than 
the cost of I /O bandwidth while Figures 6.11(d) illustrates the situation where the 
cost of I /O bandwidth decreases faster than the cost of memory. As we can see from 
the graph, the minimum cost tends to shift to the right as 平 increases, i.e. more 
I /O streams should be used instead of memory buffer for large values of (^ , but more 
memory buffers should be used for smaller values of (^ . For smaller values of p^, it 
means the cost of memory buffer is closely comparable to the cost of I /O stream and 
use of buffer can not only increase the probability of hit but also cause a reduction 
in the amount of VCR resources to be reserved. Recall that in normal playback, we 
are using w minutes of buffer to trade off one I /O stream, therefore, the decrease of <^  
simply means that we can trade off one I /O stream with an even lower cost. Therefore 
in choosing the optimal system configuration, our model helps system designers to 




There are various research results on how to design new techniques for the efficient 
use of resources in a VOD system. The scalability of VOD systems can be improved 
by incorporating data sharing techniques such as batching, buffering and adaptive 
piggybacking in servicing normal playback requests. Although these techniques can 
greatly reduce the total I /O resource requirements, they do not work very well in the 
presence of interactive VCR functions. The viewers are initially grouped together to 
share the same set of resources for servicing their normal playback requests. However, 
as the behavior ofviewers in issuing VCR requests is unpredictable and they can resume 
at any instant of the movie, the viewers may not be able to join in any existing groups 
of viewers to share the same resources for continuing the normal playback. These 
fallen out viewers will require additional resources to service their normal playback 
request, in other words, the benefits achieved by applying the data sharing techniques 
are lost. Therefore it is very important to have an efficient scheme on handling VCR 
requests. Besides, determining the right amount of resources to be allocated is crucial 
for optimizing the performance of VOD systems so as to maintain all the benefits of 
data sharing techniques. 
In this paper, we try to solve two problems. Firstly, we solve the system sizing 
problem by determining the right amount of resources in the following way. We sepa-
rate the resources into two categories, the first of which is for servicing normal playback 
requests while the second ofwhich is for servicing VCR requests. The normal playback 
model is based on static partitioning, where the buffer is divided into partitions, each 
serviced by an individual I /O stream. We propose a very general mathematical model 
to determine the amount of resources required for supporting normal playback by ob-
serving the following idea: if the viewer is able to read the data from the buffers upon 
resume to normal playback (we call this a hit), then no additional resources will be con-
15 
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sumed once the VCR operation is finished. Therefore, the normal playback resources 
are calculated by ensuring a certain probability of hit when the viewer resumes from 
VCR requests. This probability will guarantee that the chance for the viewers to hold 
on to the resources can be reduced to a certain level. However, it is still not desirable 
for the fallen out viewers to hold on to the resources for a long time. Secondly, we 
propose a scheme for handling the fallen out viewers so as to help restoring the benefits 
lost in providing interactive VCR functions. This is achieved by using adaptive piggy-
backing and buffering to facilitate the viewers to join in the existing partitions again so 
that the hold on resources can be released as soon as possible. Thus, based on the time 
a viewer spends in utilizing the additional resources, the amount of resources needed 
for providing a satisfactory service is calculated by applying an M/M/m queue. 
Efficient resource management and proper system sizing is very important because 
without an accurate model and a good system sizing method, we cannot determine 
the right amount of resources to be reserved so as to design a cost-effective VOD 
system. Although the amount of resources will also depend on the arrival rate of 
normal playback requests and that of VCR requests, our mathematical model, together 
with the proposed scheme, can be applied to solve the system sizing problem of a 
VOD system. The amount of resources calculated ensures that the service is provided 
to satisfy a given performance level, such as the maximum waiting time for starting 
or resuming the movie is within the viewers' tolerance level. We find the optimal 
distribution of resources for normal playback and servicing VCR requests so as to 
reduce the overall cost. We show by experiments that different arrival rates of VCR 
requests will affect the overall cost and the distribution of resources for servicing normal 
playback requests and VCR requests. 
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The derivation of the mathematical model for pause and rewind is very similar to the 
derivation in Chapter 4 in the context of fast forwarding. Except that, using Vf as a 
reference point in the derivation, we will use Vi, since in the case of pause and rewind 
the viewer in question is "catching up" with the viewers lagging behind him rather 
than those ahead of him. 
A.1 Rewind 
Let the pdf of rewind be g{x), where a^  e [0, /]. As before, a hit can belong to one of 
two events, a hitu, or a hito. 
A . 1 . 1 Hits occurring within the same partition {hit^) 
In this case, a viewer can rewind until the last viewer, at position Vu catches up with 
him. Therefore, we have 
r^^xu 
P{hit^\RW, Vc, Vi) = y� g{x)dx where A,, = K — Vi (A.1) 
• Unconditioning on Vi 
The unconditioning on Vi can be divided into two cases: (1) V； is larger than f 
and thus it is possible to catch up the last viewer in the same partition regardless 
of his position, i.e., Vi 二 K — f and (2) Vc is smaller than f , and thus the last 
viewer's position, Vi must be equal to 0. Given these two cases, we have 
PAhiURW,V, ) = r P[hit^\RW.yc.Vi)P{Vi)dVi (A.2) 
JVi=Vc-^ 
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P2{hit^{RW,Va) = r P{hiUu\RW.yc.Vi)P[Vi)dVi (A.3) 
J%=0 
Using the assumption that the arrival process is Poisson, the quantity P(Vi) in 
the two cases above is equal to -^ p^ and 長，respectively. 
• Unconditioning on Vc 
The second case above handles those viewers whose position, K , is smaller than 
‘旦.T h u s , we uncondition on K where f < K < 1 and 0 < K < f for the first 
n ‘ ‘^ — 
and second cases, respectively. 
PAhiURW) 二 [I Pi(hit,,\RW,V,)P{Va)dVc (A.4) 
Jvc=l 
广互 
P2{hit^lRW) = y ^ _ � F i ( / i i U ^ ^ ’ V c ) P ( K ) c ^ K (A.5) 
p[Vc) is equal to } as in Chapter 4. Combining the two cases, the probability of 
a hit^ after a rewind request, P("d^^|i^MO, is computed by summing Equations 
(A.4) & (A.5). 
A . 1 . 2 Jump to other partitions (kit�) 
For a viewer to resume at the i^ partition behind the current partition, he must rewind 
at least long enough to catch up to the first viewer, at position Vj^. A hit�after a 
rewind can be divided into two cases: (1) a complete hit�and (2) a partial hit�, as in 
the case of fast-forwarding. 
• complete hit� 
As in Chapter 4, we define A — p f and Ajumpi as the shortest and the longest 
duration a viewer must rewind to have a complete hit�at the i ^ partition behind 
the current partition as follows. 
^jumpi — ^c — ^li 
二 y + K r V z , 
n 
^jump f 二 ^c — Vfi 
il Tr T7 B 
二…厂巧厂^ 
P^{hiti\RW, Vc, Vi), the probability of a complete hit�at the i^^ partition, given 




P,{hiQRW,V,,Vi)= / g{x)dx (A.6) 
J^^jumpf 
• partial hit� 
The partition which contains the beginning frames of the movie is termed as 
> the first partition. For the cases where Vj in this partition is smaller than the 
partition size, *，the difference between Vj and Vi will be smaller than f , i.e., Vi 
is at the 0认 minute. In this case, the viewer can rewind for at most yVc minutes 
before he reaches the 0^ ^ minute (where 7 is defined in Chapter 4). Therefore, 
Pp{hiti\RW,Vc,Vf), the probability of a partial hit�at the i^^ partition behind 
the current partition, given that the viewer is at position Vc and that the last 
viewer is at Vi, is calculated as follows. 
r^Vc 
Pp[hit:\RW,Vc,Vi)= g(x)dx (A.7) 
^^^jump , 
• Unconditioning on Vi 
When unconditioning on Vi, we consider a complete hit�and a partial hit�sep-
arately. 
—complete hit� 
case a: able to catch up to viewers at positions Vi and Vf in the i^ partition 
behind the current partition, i.e., Vj = K — f-
P , ( h z t l | R W , V , ) = 广 Pc{hitllRW,Va,Vi)P{Vi)dVi (A.8) 
JVl^Vr--
case b: able to catch up with a viewer at the position with the smallest 
possible value of Vi 
In this case, the smallest value of Vi must be equal to 尝.Then, 
P , { h i m W , V ^ ) = r\^Pc{hitl\RW,V,,Vi)P[Vi)dVi (A.9) 
^^l='n 
—partial hit� 
The first equation below calculates the probability of a partial hit�for those 
viewers which also have a complete hit for f < Vi < K . The second equation 
below corresponds to those viewers which only have a partial hit�for all 
15 
values of Vj. 
Ps(hitl\RW,Vc) = r Pv{hiQRW,V,,Vi)P{Vi)dVi (A.10) 
«A/�=Vc—^ 
P 4 ( / ^ < | W , K ) = r i-B PpihttllRW,V,,Vi)P{Vj)dVi (A.11) 
JVi=-— 
‘ n 
• Unconditioning on Vc 
PAhiQRW) = fi P,{hztllRW,V,) P{V,)dV, (A.12) 
JVo='^ 
il^B 
P2[hitl\RW) = / 3 1 P2{hif,{RW, Va) P(V,)dV, (A.13) 
JVc=� 
iii^ 
Ps(hitl\RW) = / “ Ps{hitl]RW,Vc) P{Va)dV, (A.14) 
" c = ^ 
PJhztl\RW) 二 尸 P4(hztilRW,V,) F(V,)dV, (A.15) 
Jv^=^i^ 
c n 
The probability o f a / i i ^ for RW, P{hi%\RW), is obtained by summing Equations 
(A.12) through (A.15). 
The number of partitions through which a viewer can rewind is equal to n — 1. 
Furthermore, during a rewind operation, it is possible to catch up to any viewer which 
exists when the rewind request is issued. In contrast to fast-forward, some viewers 
may have finished the movie before a catch-up can be made. Therefore the probability 
of a hit, given that the VCR request is a rewind is: 
n-l 
P(hit\RW) 二 P("itJi^Ty) + EP("<I^W) (A.16) 
i=i 
A.2 Pause 
The derivation for the pause operation is the same as that for the rewind operation, 
except that the 7 factor in Equations (A.1), (A.6), and (A.7) is equal to 1. Therefore, 
we do not repeat the derivation here, 
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